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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF TEXAS 

AUSTIN DIVISION 
 

MARIA GARCIA     ) 
SANDRA LOPEZ    ) 
NORMA SANCHEZ    ) 
 Plaintiffs,    ) 
      ) CIVIL ACTION NO. _______________ 
 v.     ) 
      ) 
MIKE MORATH, in his official capacity  ) 
as the COMMISSIONER of the TEXAS ) 
EDUCATION AGENCY; and the TEXAS ) 
EDUCATION AGENCY,   ) 
 Defendants.    ) 
 
 

COMPLAINT 
 

Plaintiffs bring this action for declaratory judgment and respectfully allege as follows: 
 

INTRODUCTION 
 

1. Plaintiffs are the Spanish-speaking mothers of children with disabilities attending public 

schools in Texas.  Each mother is Limited English Proficient (LEP), and their children all attend 

public school in the state of Texas in school districts subject to the rules and regulations of the 

Texas Education Agency (“The Commissioner’s Rules”). 

2. Plaintiff Sandra Lopez (“Sra. Lopez”) is the mother of H.M., a minor child.  H.M. was 

diagnosed with Autism Spectrum Disorder (“ASD”) when he was three (3) years old and was 

initially eligible for early childhood special education under the criteria for Non-Categorical Early 

Childhood—Suspicion of Autism (“AU”).  Sra. Lopez speaks little to no English, and her family 

primarily, usually and almost exclusively speaks Spanish at home.  She knows just enough English 

to get by at her job in the service industry.  Plaintiff struggled to obtain appropriate special 

education and related services for her child and to reach agreement regarding H.M.’s eligibility 
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and complete disability profile.  H.M. is now in high school.  On information and belief, Sra. Lopez 

has been denied adequate language assistance services because she can speak a few words in 

English, which is all that The Commissioner’s Rules require. 

3. Plaintiff Norma Sanchez  (“Sra. Sanchez”) is the mother of C.S., a minor child.  C.S. is 15 

years old and started her first year of high school during the 2021-2022 school year.  C.S. qualifies 

for special education and related services as a student with AU.  Sra. Sanchez speaks just enough 

English to navigate her job in a high school cafeteria—she cannot read English beyond a few 

rudimentary phrases.    Because she was denied appropriate language assistance services, Sra. 

Sanchez has been unable to effectively advocate for C.S., and she is presently requesting 

instruction in the home for C.S. because it is no longer safe for the child to attend school at her 

home campus.  Like Sra. Lopez, Sra. Sanchez has been denied adequate language assistance 

services because she has the limited language skills she needs to work in a high school cafeteria—

beyond that, she does not read or understand written, and much spoken, English. 

4. Plaintiff Maria Garcia (“Sra. Garcia”) is the mother of S.A., a minor child.  S.A. is 12 and 

autistic.  While he is recognized as an English Language Learner (“ELL” – formerly, ESL) who is 

supposed to be in the school district’s bilingual program, S.A.’s classes are typically conducted 

solely in English, and, because most—if not all—of the information about his program has been 

provided in English,  Sra. Garcia only recently learned that her son has not been receiving 

appropriate ESL services in the special education setting. Shockingly, when S.A. was physically 

abused by school staff just prior to the COVID-19 pandemic, little—if any—documentation of the 

incident was provided in Spanish.  Desperate and confused, Sra. Garcia asked a friend to help her 

write a letter requesting to view video of the incident.  Her son’s school district wrote her back a 

letter only in English refusing her access to the video.  Further, her son’s school district has 
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provided IEPs over the years that have been only partially translated into English, if at all. 

Similarly, “interpreters” at Admission Review and Dismissal Committee (“ARD-c”) meetings 

have routinely misinterpreted and/or mistranslated crucial information. These lax efforts and 

ineffective language assistance services may very well be excused in Sra. Garcia’s case because 

The Commissioner’s Rules permit school districts to deny those services if a mother—like Sra. 

Garcia and the other Plaintiff mothers—is technically not unable to speak English, as it were.  Put 

another way:  unless a parent is unable to speak English, she is not entitled to translated IEPs and 

interpreters at special education meetings whether she actually understands the documents and 

discussions or not.  

5. In each situation summarized above, the school district failed to provide appropriate 

translation and interpretation services depriving each mother of the information she needed to 

make fully informed decisions about, and to meaningfully participate in, the special education 

process for her child.  However, these failures and deprivations were directly caused and permitted 

by regulations promulgated by TEA and its Commissioner in violation of federal law. 

6. To the point, the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 

(“IDEA”) uses the descriptors “limited English proficient” (LEP) and native language to delineate 

when and how to provide language assistance services to parents like Plaintiff. For LEP parents of 

students with disabilities, native language means “the language normally used by the individual.” 

20 U.S.C. § 1401(30). Likewise, native language is defined as “the language normally1 used by 

the parents of the child.”   34 C.F.R. § 300.29. 

 
1 Here the adverb ‘normally’ modifies the word ‘used.’ The Cambridge Business English Dictionary defines the adverb 
to mean “usually, or in most cases.”  Cambridge University Press.  2021. 
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7. By contrast, the Texas standard is ambiguously worded to require language assistance 

services and document translation only if the LEP parent is “unable to speak English.”  Conversely, 

if the parent merely speaks English, she may be denied many or all of those services. 

8. Specifically, pursuant to the recently reauthorized Commissioner’s Rules2 at 19 TEX. 

ADMIN. CODE §§ 89.1050(f) and (i), a school district is obligated to provide some language 

assistance services to LEP parents of disabled kids only if those parents are “unable to speak 

English.”  

9. For example, under the current Texas standard and applying a plain reading of The 

Commissioner’s Rules, a school district can decide that an LEP parent of a student with a disability, 

who merely speaks English regardless of her level of English proficiency3 or whether English is 

primarily or normally used in her home, is not entitled to the native language protections and 

safeguards guaranteed by IDEA or the language assistance services offered in 19 TEX. ADMIN. 

CODE §§ 89.1050(f) and (i). 

10. Plaintiffs are seeking—in  a nutshell—a determination via declaratory judgment as to 

whether the State’s regulations related to if, when and how LEP parents of students with disabilities 

receive appropriate language assistance services and properly translated vital documents are 

preempted by federal regulation.  Plaintiffs are asking this Court to determine which of the 

following standards should be applied to parents like them and others similarly situated— 

 
2 The Commissioner’s Rules in Texas, include a section titled Adaptations for Special Populations. Within those 
‘adaptations’ at Division 2: Clarification of Provisions in Federal Regulations and State Law, The Commissioner’s 
Rules include regulations determining when LEP parents are entitled to translation and interpretation of IEP Team 
meetings, notices, evaluations, and consent-related documents. 
 
3 The Interagency Language Roundtable (ILR) and the American Council on the Teaching of Foreign Languages 
(ACTFL) recognize progressive levels of fluency or “proficiency” from “no proficiency – ‘non-existent or limited to 
a few words’” to “limited working proficiency’ to “bilingual proficiency.” Please see 
https://www.languagetesting.com/ilr-scale. 
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a. The federal language-normally-used standard in 20 U.S.C. § 1401(30) and 34 
C.F.R. § 300.29, or 
 

b. The State’s unable-to-speak-English standard in 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 
89.1050(f) and (i). 
 

11. Adjudicating this matter is crucial.  Plaintiffs respectfully submit that LEP parents like 

them are disproportionately impacted by the ambiguous and arbitrary rules cited supra., which 

weaken federal protections for LEP parents and create confusion for providers. 

12. The Equal Protection Clause of the Fourteenth Amendment to the United States 

Constitution guarantees that when a state establishes a public school system, no school-age child 

living in that state may be denied equal access to that education by practice or regulation.   

13. Likewise, no person shall be excluded from participation in, denied the benefits of, or 

subjected to discrimination by any entity that receives federal financial assistance on the basis of 

disability or a relationship or association with an individual with a disability, like the LEP mothers 

of disabled students in Texas public schools and the Plaintiffs in this cause. 29 U.S.C. § 794(a) 

(“Section 504” of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973); 42 U.S.C. § 12132 et seq. (“Americans with 

Disabilities Act [ADA]”); 28 CFR § 35.130(g)4. 

14. ADA/504 prohibits rules that ‘tend to screen out’ a class of individuals with disabilities 

(or, arguably, those in a relationship or association with an individual with a disability)— 

“A public entity shall not impose or apply eligibility criteria that screen out or tend to 
screen out an individual with a disability or any class of individuals with disabilities from 
fully and equally enjoying any service, program, or activity, unless such criteria can be 
shown to be necessary for the provision of the service, program, or activity being offered.” 
28 CFR § 35.130(b)(8). 
 

 
4 “(g) A public entity shall not exclude or otherwise deny equal services, programs, or activities to an individual or 
entity because of the known disability of an individual with whom the individual or entity is known to have a 
relationship or association.” 
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In the instant case, The Commissioner’s Rules, cited supra, work to screen out a wide swath of 

LEP parents from receiving adequate language assistance services because they are “able” to speak 

English in a rudimentary fashion, though they may be unable to read it or understand it when it is 

spoken to them.5  The Plaintiff mothers are examples of the various ways in which The 

Commissioner’s Rules create confusion and stand in the way of the purposes of the native language 

protections for the LEP parents of children with disabilities by screening out only those who are 

unable-to-speak-English regardless of their level of proficiency and the degree to which they are 

able to provide informed consent in their native language. 

JURISDICTION AND VENUE 

15. This Court has jurisdiction over this action pursuant to 28 U.S.C. § 1331; 28 U.S.C. § 

1343(a)(3)6 and 28 U.S.C. §§ 2201–2022. 

16. Because a substantial part of the events or omissions giving rise to Plaintiffs’ claims 

occurred and continue to occur in this District, venue is proper in the United States District Court 

for the Western District of Texas.  28 U.S.C. § 1391(b). 

17. Administrative exhaustion of IDEA-related claims through SOAH is typically required.  

Frye v. Napoleon, 137 S.Ct. 743, 197 L. ED 2d 46 (2017).  34 C.F.R. § 300.507; 19 TEX. ADMIN. 

CODE § 89.1151(a).  Gardner v. Sch. Bd. Caddo Parish, 958 F.2d. 108, 112 (5th  Cir. 1992).  

However, in the instant case and as discussed infra., Plaintiffs allege TEA’s systemic violation of 

 
5 Defendants are excluding, and/or are causing Plaintiffs’ school districts to exclude, Plaintiffs from participation in 
public education, in violation of 29 U.S.C. § 794(a) and 34 C.F.R. § 104.4(b)(1)(i).  Moreover, Defendants are using 
methods of administering and providing language assistance services (“methods of administration”) that have the 
effect of subjecting Plaintiffs to discrimination on the basis of disability in violation of 34 C.F.R. § 104.4(b)(4). 
 
6 “To redress the deprivation, under color of any State law, statute, ordinance, regulation, custom or usage, of any 
right, privilege or immunity secured by the Constitution of the United States or by any Act of Congress providing for 
equal rights of citizens or of all persons within the jurisdiction of the United States.”  See also Footnote 7 below. 
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IDEA and their allegations do not have at their core or “gravamen,” as it were, the provision of 

FAPE to an individual child.7   

PARTIES 

18. Plaintiffs (or “Plaintiff mothers”), as described above, are mothers of “child[ren] with a 

disability” within the meaning of IDEA at 20 U.S.C. § 1402(3)(A), 34 C.F.R. § 300.8; and 

“qualified individual(s) with a disability” within the meaning of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 

29 U.S.C. § 705(20); and Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act, 42 U.S.C. §12131(2). 28 

C.F.R. § 35.104. Further, Plaintiffs have an independent “legally cognizable interest in [their 

children’s] education” under IDEA as parents of children with disabilities. Winkelman v. Parma 

City Sch. Dist., 550 U.S. 516, 534 (2007) (citing 20 U.S.C. § 1400(c)(5)).  Plaintiffs reside in Texas 

and their children attend public schools in Texas. 

19. Defendant Texas Education Agency (“TEA”) is an agency of the state of Texas.  TEA may 

be served through the Agency’s Commissioner, Defendant Mike Morath, and both Defendants 

may be served at 1701 North Congress Avenue, Austin, Texas 78701. As Commissioner, 

Defendant Morath is responsible for the acts and omissions of the TEA, and he is sued in his 

official capacity. Additionally, TEA is a public entity within the meaning of the Americans with 

Disabilities Act (“ADA”), 28 C.F.R. § 35.104, and a recipient of federal financial assistance within 

the meaning of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973, 29 U.S.C. § 794(a) (“Section 504”), as amended.  

 
7 Plaintiffs allege that TEA’s regulations also violate Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 (“Title IV”), 42 U.S.C. 
§ 2000d et seq., and the Equal Educational Opportunities Act of 1974 (“EEOA”), 20 U.S.C. § 1701 et seq. Under Title 
VI, “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color or national origin, be excluded from 
participation in, be denied the benefits of, or be subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving 
Federal financial assistance.” 42 U.S.C. § 2000d.   
 
Similarly, the EEOA prohibits a state agency from denying “equal educational opportunity to an individual on account 
of his or her race, color, sex, or national origin, by . . . the failure by an educational agency to take appropriate action 
to overcome language barriers that impede equal participation by its students in its instructional programs.” 20 U.S.C. 
§ 1703(f). 
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TEA is also a State Education Agency (“SEA”) within the meaning of the Individuals with 

Disabilities Education Improvement Act of 2004 (“IDEA”), 20 U.S.C. § 1401 et seq.   

20. Defendants are also responsible for the promulgation of 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 

89.1050(f) and (i) (the regulations at issue in this complaint), which were reauthorized on March 

5, 2021.  Texas Register, Volume 46, Number 10, Tex. Reg. 1469, effective March 14, 2021.8 

21. Plaintiffs—the LEP mothers of disabled students enrolled in independent Texas public 

school districts—remain subject to and continue to be injured by the effects of the aforementioned 

regulations as more specifically described infra. 

DECLARATORY JUDGMENT 
 

Standards for Considering Requests for Declaratory Judgment 9 
 

22. The State Office of Administrative Hearings (“SOAH”) refuses jurisdiction over claims 

brought by parents against Defendants for violations of IDEA unless those claims involve TEA’s 

direct provision of services. Consequently, Plaintiffs are barred from seeking relief from 

Defendants in that forum.  Alternatively, Defendants may assert that state education regulations 

should be challenged in Travis County District Court rather than through IDEA’s mandatory state 

administrative due process hearing system and/or appeal to federal court. However, in the instant 

case, Plaintiffs’ request for declaratory relief arises from federal law. 

23.  Presently, there is no parallel proceeding in a Texas state court of competent jurisdiction.  

Plaintiffs’ complaint concerns an important and ongoing issue arising from TEA’s violation of 

 
8 Counsel for Plaintiffs, together with the Southern Center for Child Advocacy, a nonprofit educational advocacy 
organization, originally brought these concerns to the TEA Commissioner on or about May 13, 2021, by certified and 
electronic mail.  See ATTACHMENT A. 
 
9 28 U.S.C. § 2201(a).  While the Declaratory Judgment Act is derivative and does not provide an independent cause 
of action, it creates a form of relief to clarify and settle the legal relations at issue in this cause and to resolve any 
uncertainty or controversy giving rise to the instant litigation.  Aetna Life Ins. v. Haworth, 300 U.S. 227, 240 (1937); 
In re B-727 Aircraft, 272 F.3d 264, 270 (5th Cir. 2001). 
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IDEA—a comprehensive federal statutory and regulatory framework governing the provision of 

special education and related services to students with disabilities, including a mechanism for 

ensuring LEP parents knowingly and meaningfully participate in the special education process, as 

argued more fully below.  Sherwin-Williams Co. v. Holmes Cty., 343 F.3d 383, 394 (5th Cir. 2003). 

24. Thus, exercising jurisdiction over Plaintiffs’ request for declaratory relief is reasonable and 

would not constitute a frivolous use of the Court’s time and resources.  Public Affairs Assocs. v. 

Rickover, 369 U.S. 111, 112 (1962). 

25. Further, because Plaintiffs’ right to relief depends on the resolution of a substantial 

question of federal law, namely, whether the federal language-normally-used or the State’s 

unable-to-speak-English standard applies to LEP parents in Texas, Plaintiffs respectfully ask that 

this Court hear their request for declaratory judgment and injunctive relief. Singh v. Duane Morris 

LLP, 538 F.3d 334, 337-38 (5th Cir. 2008). 

CAUSES OF ACTION 

First Cause of Action: Federal Preemption 
The Supremacy Clause versus The Commissioner’s Rules 

 
26. The Supremacy Clause of the United States Constitution, and the doctrine of federal 

preemption that flows from it, requires that “any state law, however clearly within a State's 

acknowledged power, which interferes with or is contrary to federal law, must yield.” Felder v. 

Casey, 487 U.S. 131, 138, 108 S. Ct. 2302, 101 L. Ed. 2d 123 (1988) (quoting Free v. Bland, 369 

U.S. 663, 666, 82 S. Ct. 1089, 8 L. Ed. 2d 180 (1962)); U.S. CONST. art. VI, cl. 2.   

27. State regulations are preempted when they “[stand] as an obstacle to the accomplishment 

and execution of the full purposes and objectives” of the federal statute. Pac. Gas & Elec. Co. v. 

State Energy Res. Conserv. & Dev. Comm’n, 461 U.S. 190, 204, 103 S. Ct. 1713, 75 L. Ed. 2d 752 

(1983). 
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28. Preemption also occurs when federal law ‘occupies the field,’ as it were, or when a state 

law conflicts with a federal statute.  Wright v. Allstate Ins., 415 F.3d 384, 389 (5th Cir. 2005). 

29. Plaintiffs respectfully assert that the Texas unable-to-speak-English standard in 19 TEX. 

ADMIN. CODE §§ 89.1050 is preempted by the federal language- normally-used standard in 20 

U.S.C. § 1401(30) and 34 C.F.R. § 300.29. 

30. While at first blush it may appear that the Texas rules provide more access to interpreters 

and translations for Spanish-speakers than the federal rules, the unable-to-speak-English 

requirement actually has the opposite effect and works to limit access to language assistance 

services to an extremely and arbitrarily narrow class of non-native speakers.  Put another way, the 

Texas unable-to-speak-English standard interferes with and is an obstacle to achieving the 

objectives of the federal native language protections. As a result, The Commissioner’s Rules also 

violate Plaintiffs’ constitutional rights to equal protection and equal access, as well as their 

statutory rights as advocates for their disabled children. 

Second Cause of Action: 
The Commissioner’s Rules Violate the Fourteenth Amendment  

By Denying Equal Protection and Equal Access to Language Assistance Services  
for LEP Parents of Students with Disabilities 

 
A. The Commissioner’s Rules are ambiguous, overly subjective, arbitrary and confusing. 

31. Words and phrases in IDEA like normally or used by should be read in accordance with 

their “ordinary,” “general dictionary” sense rather than some narrower or specialized term of art.  

See e.g., Sullivan v. Stroop, 496 U.S. 478 (1990).  Typically, when a court is asked to determine a 

question of statutory interpretation, its analysis begins “with the language of the statute.” 

Kingdomware Techs., Inc. v. United States, 136 S. Ct. 1969, 1976 (2016) (quoting Barnhart v. 

Sigmon Coal Co., 534 U.S. 438, 450 (2002)).  Additionally, a term’s ordinary meaning, technical 
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meaning, and statutory context may all signal a single interpretation. See e.g., Taniguchi v. Kan 

Pacific Saipan, Ltd., 566 U.S. 560 (2012). 

32. A strict construction of the native language provisions of IDEA (one that adheres to the 

text of the statute exactly as it is written, i.e., the ordinary and general dictionary interpretation of 

the phrase “normally used by”) creates greater protections for LEP parents than the State’s 

ambiguous and arbitrary unable-to-speak-English standard precisely because the Texas standard 

does not account for degrees of language proficiency.10  United States v. American Trucking 

Assns., 310 U.S. 534, 543 (1940) (overly ambiguous or subjective statutes are invalid); Hughes 

Aircraft Co. v. Jacobson, 525 U.S. 432, 438 (1999).   

33. Further, a regulation should not create uncertainty. See e.g. Kisor v. Wilkie, 139 S. Ct. 2400 

(2019). Here, the State’s ambiguous and overly subjective unable-to-speak-English standard 

creates uncertainty.  Interestingly, a strict construction of the Texas regulation would result (and, 

in the case of the Plaintiff mothers, has resulted) in the denial of language assistance services to 

LEP parents who can technically speak and understand the English words and phrases necessary 

to obey work-related commands and meet basic survival needs.11 

 
10 While imperfect, the federal standard nonetheless recognizes the need to err on the side of caution by focusing on 
the speaker’s context rather than the subjective interpretation of a school administrator deciding whether someone is 
“unable to speak English” and to what degree. 
 
11 In addition to being confusing, The Commissioner’s Rules are also internally inconsistent. For example, in 19 TEX. 
ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050(h), The Commissioner’s Rules require prior written notice in the parent’s native language 
without reference to whether the parent is unable to speak English— 
 

“[W]henever a school district proposes or refuses to initiate or change the identification, evaluation, or 
educational placement of a student or the provision of a free appropriate public education to the student, the 
school district must provide prior written notice as required in [IDEA] including providing the notice in the 
parent's native language or other mode of communication” (emphasis added). 

 
The obvious result of § 89.1050(h) is the very real possibility, as in Plaintiffs’ case, that an LEP parent may receive 
Prior Written Notice in Spanish for an IEP that is written in English or an IEP Team Meeting (ARD-c) that was 
conducted only in English or with an interpreter. The fact that this occurs is evidence of the confusing and arbitrary 
nature of the Texas unable-to-speak-English standard. 
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B. The regulations at issue must be considered in light of Defendants’ duty to translate 
“vital written materials” for LEP parents pursuant to federal guidance and Title VI.12 
 

34. Plaintiffs respectfully submit that deference is due 13 to guidance issued by the Department 

of Justice (“DOJ”).  In 2002, DOJ penned guidance regarding the prohibitions in Title VI against 

national origin discrimination affecting limited English proficient people. As DOJ’s 2002 guidance 

notes, school districts must provide for the translation of “vital written materials” into the language 

of each “frequently-encountered” group of LEP parents. DOJ Guidance to Federal Financial 

Assistance Recipients Regarding Title VI Prohibition Against National Origin Discrimination 

Affecting Limited English Proficient Persons, 67 Fed. Reg. 41,455 (June 18, 2002).   

35. This also appears to be the position of the Department of Education. In Letter to Boswell, 

OSERS argued that providing written translations of special education documents, particularly 

IEPs, is evidence that “a parent has been fully informed of the services his or her child will be 

receiving.”   Letter to Boswell, 49 IDELR 196 (OSEP 2007).   

36. In 2016, OSEP issued a Dear Colleague letter 14 noting the intersection of Title VI—which 

prohibits language-based discrimination—and IDEA’s native language protections:15   

“Under Title VI, all vital documents, including a student’s IEP, must be accessible to LEP 
parents . . .This is because a parent needs meaningful access to the IEP not just during the IEP 

 
12 Texas recognizes the federal native language definition and has incorporated it into The Commissioner’s Rules 
regarding IDEA Part C (Early Childhood Intervention Services).  See 26 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §350.103— 
 

(30) Native Language--As defined in 34 CFR §303.25. 
(A) When used with respect to an individual who is limited English proficient (as that term is defined in 
section 602(18) of the Act), native language means: 

(i) the language normally used by that individual, or, in the case of a child, the language normally 
used by the parents of the child [ . . . ].” 
 

13  Chevron U.S.A., Inc. v. Natural Resources Defense Council, Inc., 468 U.S. 837 (1984). 

14 https://www2.ed.gov/policy/speced/guid/idea/memosdcltrs/iep-translation-06-14-2016.pdf. 

15 Plaintiffs acknowledge that there is no private right of action under Title VI based on disparate-impact 
discrimination but cite Title VI, together with the EEOA, at fn. 7 as part of the larger context regarding the State’s 
responsibilities to LEP parents generally. 
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meeting, but also across school years to monitor the child’s progress and ensure that IEP 
services are provided.” 

 
37. As alleged above, the Equal Protection Clause16 guarantees equal access to public 

education. The Commissioner’s Rules violate the Equal Protection Clause by arbitrarily limiting 

access to language assistance services to only a very narrow population of LEP parents of students 

with disabilities through the use of an overly subjective administrative screening process. 

Third Cause of Action: 
The Commissioner’s Rules Violate 

 IDEA, ADA and Section 50417 
 

IDEA’s Informed Consent and Meaningful Parental Participation Requirements 
 
38. A school district must take reasonable steps to obtain a parent’s informed consent before 

taking important actions like conducting evaluations or amending a student’s IEP  to add or remove 

services or to change a child’s educational placement. 34 C.F.R. §300.300. Further, any Prior 

Written Notice issued to a parent must comport with the requirements of 34 C.F.R. §300.503(c)— 

(c) Notice in understandable language. 
 
(1) The notice required under paragraph (a) of this section must be - 
 
(i) Written in language understandable to the general public; and 
 
(ii) Provided in the native language of the parent or other mode of communication used by 
the parent unless it is clearly not feasible to do so. 
 
(2) If the native language or other mode of communication of the parent is not a written 
language, the public agency must take steps to ensure - 
 
(i) That the notice is translated orally or by other means to the parent in his or her native 
language or other mode of communication; 
 
(ii) That the parent understands the content of the notice; and 
 

 
16 U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, §1. San Antonio Indep. Sch. Dist. v. Rodriguez, 411 U.S. 1, 30-35 (1973). 

17 Please see ¶s 13-14 supra.  The violations of IDEA alleged in this Cause of Action also constitute violations of the 
disability-discrimination protections and access guarantees of Section 504 and ADA. 
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(iii) That there is written evidence that the requirements in paragraphs (c)(2)(i) and (ii) of 
this section have been met” (emphasis added).  See also 20 U.S.C. §§ 1415(b)(3) and (4), 
1415(c)(1), 1414(b)(1). 
 

39. In a similar spirit, parents are entitled to the opportunity to meaningfully participate in their 

children’s special education evaluation, planning and IEP development process.  Buser v. Corpus 

Christi Indep. Sch. Dist., 51 F.3d 490(5th Cir. 1995); White v. Ascension Parish, 343 F.3d 373 (5th 

Cir. 2013); 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050(e); 34 C.F.R. § 300.503; Honig v. Doe, 484 U.S. 

305, 311-12, 108 S.Ct. 592, 598, 98 L.Ed.2d 686 (1987); Board of Education v. Rowley, 458 U.S. 

176, 206-07, 102 S.Ct. 3034, 3051, 73 L.Ed.2d 690 (1982); 20 U.S.C. § 1415(b)(1)(A), (C), (E), 

and (2).  A parent is by definition denied the opportunity to meaningfully participate in her child’s 

special education planning if she doesn’t understand the language. 

40. IDEA requires informed consent as part of its guarantee of meaningful parental 

participation in the special education process: 

  “Consent means that –  
 

(a) The parent has been fully informed of all information relevant to the activity 
for which consent is sought, in his or her native language, or through another 
mode of communication;  
 

(b) The parent understands and agrees in writing to the carrying out of the activity  
for which his or her consent is sought [ . . . ].” 34 C.F.R. § 300.9 (emphasis 
added). 
 

         

           

        

   

 
 
 
 

41. An LEA’s obligation to obtain a parent’s informed consent includes making certain that 

the parent is “fully informed of all [relevant] information” in her native language. 20 U.S.C. § 

1401(30) (“The term native language, when used with respect to an individual who is [LEP], 

means the language normally used by the individual”).
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Federal versus State Standards for Access to Meaningful Language Assistance Services 
 
42. Pursuant to 34 CFR § 300.322(f), a school district must give a parent a written copy of the 

student's IEP at no cost.  Consistent with the informed consent requirements cited above, IDEA 

also mandates that school districts do what it takes to make sure that an LEP parent understands 

the contents of her child’s IEP— 

“(e) Use of interpreters or other action, as appropriate. The public agency must take 
whatever action is necessary to ensure that the parent understands the proceedings of the 
IEP Team meeting, including arranging for an interpreter for parents with deafness or 
whose native language is other than English.” 34 CFR § 300.322(e)(emphasis added). 
 

This code section, combined with the requirement that an LEP parent be “fully informed of all 

[relevant] information” in her native language [20 U.S.C. § 1401(30)], establishes a significant 

and broadly applicable safeguard against the sort of misinformation and misunderstanding that 

would effectively exclude an LEP parent from the process. 

43. Unfortunately and at great expense to LEP parents of children with disabilities in Texas, 

The Commissioner’s Rules water down the safeguards by adding a caveat that does not exist in the 

federal statute— 

• “[i]f the parent is unable to speak English, the school district must provide the 
parent with a written notice [for Admission, Review and Dismissal committee 
(“ARD-c”) meeting notices or notices of refusal to convene ARD-c meetings] in 
the parent's native language, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so…” 19 TEX. 
ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050(f)(emphasis added). 
 

• “If the student's parent is unable to speak English and the parent's native language 
is Spanish, the school district must provide a written copy or audio recording of the 
student's IEP translated into Spanish. If the student's parent is unable to speak 
English and the parent’s native language is a language other than Spanish, the 
school district must make a good faith effort to provide a written copy or audio 
recording of the student’s IEP translated into the parent’s native language.” 19 
TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050(i)(emphasis added). 
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44. If an LEP parent qualifies under the subjective and arbitrary unable-to-speak-English 

standard, a school district has the option of either giving the parent a written translation of the IEP 

documents verbatim in the parent’s native language or an audio recording orally translating the 

entire content of the IEP document. 18  In addition to capriciously narrowing the number of LEP 

parents who can receive services using a catch-as-catch-can criteria like the Texas unable-to-

speak-English standard, The Commissioner’s Rules also artificially and peremptorily reduce the 

documents subject to translation and interpretation to audio recordings of ARD-c meetings and 

IEPs. 

The Commissioner’s Rules Have Harmed the Named Plaintiff Mothers By Violating Their 
Rights to Informed Consent and Meaningful Participation in the Special Education Process 
 
45. Plaintiffs—who speak only enough English to navigate the work-a-day world—represent 

the epitome of the discriminatory impact these ambiguously phrased and wholly subjective 

regulations have wrought.  Further, and more importantly, the Plaintiff mothers have been directly 

injured by The Commissioner’s Rules as alleged herein and seek declaratory relief from an on-

going injury. 

 
18 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050(i)(1-2).  A school district can provide an LEP parent with an audio recording 
of a special education meeting at which the parent was assisted by an interpreter so long as the audio recording 
provided to the parent contains an oral translation of the entire content of the IEP 
 

“(1) For purposes of this subsection, a written copy of the student's IEP translated into Spanish or the parent's 
native language means that all of the text in the student's IEP in English is accurately translated into the 
target language in written form. The IEP translated into the target language must be a comparable rendition 
of the IEP in English and not a partial translation or summary of the IEP in English. 

 
(2) For purposes of this subsection, an audio recording of the student's IEP translated into Spanish or the 
parent's native language means that all of the content in the student's IEP in English is orally translated into 
the target language and recorded with an audio device. A school district is not prohibited from providing the 
parent with an audio recording of an ARD committee meeting at which the parent was assisted by an 
interpreter as long as the audio recording provided to the parent contains an oral translation into the target 
language of all of the content in the student's IEP in English.” Id. (emphasis added). 
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46. The untenable situation created by The Commissioner’s Rules is this:  If LEP parents can 

merely speak English, they are not entitled to the regulatory access rights cited above. 

47. For each of the Plaintiffs, application of The Commissioner’s Rules has thwarted the 

protections she should have received pursuant to the federal criteria for access to language 

assistance services, namely, access in her native language. In each situation, because the mother 

spoke just enough English to get by, 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050, and more precisely the 

unable-to-speak-English standard, has effectively denied her the opportunity to participate in the 

development of her child’s IEP meaningfully and knowingly.  Each parent’s situation illustrates 

the problems inherent in the unable-to-speak-English standard when set against the requirement 

in IDEA that all vital special education documents should be understood and consented to in 

writing by an LEP parent in her native language. 

(I) Sra. Garcia and the Problem of the “Translated” Audio Copy 
 
48. Throughout her son’s special education process, Sra. Garcia has been routinely denied 

appropriate language assistance services.  Now, her son S.A. is facing the possibility that he will 

be transferred to another campus to address unresolved behavioral issues.  Had Sra. Garcia been 

appropriately apprised of her son’s educational needs and informed about his disability profile in 

her native language as required by the federal language-normally-used standard earlier in her son’s 

special education process, she may have been able advocate effectively for her son.  It was not 

until the current school year that Sra. Garcia attended an ARD-c meeting with an appropriate 

advocate. 

49. Prior to receiving assistance from a Spanish-speaking advocate and paralegal, Sra. Garcia 

was denied a fully translated IEP.  As recently as August 30, 2021,  Sra. Garcia’s school district 
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provided a “translated audio copy,” but the entire IEP is not translated as required by TEX. 

ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050. 

50. Sra. Garcia’s son’s August 30, 2021 IEP is redacted and attached as ATTACHMENT B.  

The attached IEP is an example of the sort of haphazard and incomplete translations that Sra. 

Garcia has received over the years.  The IEP is almost entirely in English—the Spanish portions 

are highlighted in the attachment in yellow or green. 

51. From year-to-year, Sra. Garcia has received untranslated or partially translated copies of 

the mandatory Prior Written Notice documents that are among the “informed consent” safeguards 

of IDEA.  Compare Sra. Garcia’s 2020 and 2021 Prior Written Notice redacted and attached as 

ATTACHMENT C.    

52. On information and belief, Sra. Garcia’s school district has routinely failed to ensure that 

she fully understood S.A.’s IEPs in her native language and has cited to The Commissioner’s Rules, 

namely that Sra. Garcia is technically not unable-to-speak-English,19 as it were, as justification for 

its failure to follow IDEA.  

(II) Sra. Lopez and the Problem of “Other Meetings”  
 

53. In 2017, at a crucial point in Sra. Lopez’s son’s special education process, H.M.’s school 

district convened an ARD-c meeting.  When this vital IEP meeting took place—a meeting to 

determine whether her son’s eligibility as a student with AU should be reconsidered, which would 

have significant and dispositive impacts on his special education and related services, Sra. Lopez 

was not afforded a proper interpreter, if even one at all.  The minutes or deliberations from the 

November 16, 2017 IEP state that an “interpreter was present,” but the signature page indicates 

there was not— 

 
19 The use of potential double negative is unavoidable—much like the confusion created by The Commissioner’s 
Rules. 
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From page 25 of H.M.’s November 16, 2017 IEP (“XII. SIGNATURE OF ARD/IEP TEAM AND OTHER PARTICIPANTS”). 

 

54. Similarly, on the signature page where Sra. Lopez would indicate that she was assisted by 

an interpreter, there is not an interpreter’s signature— 

 

From page 30 of H.M.’s November 16, 2017 IEP (“ARD/IEP SUPPLEMENT: Prior Written Notice”). 

 

55. The decisions made at this ARD-c meeting laid the foundation for H.M.’s special education 

and related services, but Sra. Lopez didn’t understand what was being discussed nor to what she 

was being asked to consent.    Her son’s evaluation was not translated in Spanish, so she was 

unable to decipher its meaning. 
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56. Fast forward two years and in December of 2019,  Sra. Lopez requested what would be 

considered an Independent Educational Evaluation (“IEE”) because H.M.’s behavior was getting 

worse and she disagreed with the school district’s decision to drop H.M.’s AU eligibility.  

57. On information and belief, the school district provided a brief response solely in English.   

58. Unfortunately, the school district did not fully respond (again solely in English) to her 

request for an IEE until over 300 days later in the fall of 2020 when the request was reiterated by 

her Spanish-speaking advocate in an ARD-c meeting the advocate requested on Sra. Lopez’s 

behalf.  

59. Nevertheless, at the time of Sra. Lopez’s initial IEE request, H.M.’s AU-related behaviors 

began to escalate to the extent that an ARD-c meeting was convened as an Manifestation 

Determination Review (“MDR”) committee on March 5, 2020.   

60. School records indicate that a certified or adequately trained interpreter 20 was not present 

for the MDR, which is conducted by a student’s ARD-c and akin to an IEP meeting. 

 
20 A District administrator served as an informal interpreter, but she did not interpret the entirety of the meeting and 
was often distracted by administrative duties.  The standard set by the Administrative Communications System of 
U.S. Department of Education in its Departmental Directive (Re-certified on November 3, 2017), is as follows— 
 

“Qualified Translator or Interpreter – An in-house or contracted translator or interpreter who has 
demonstrated competence to interpret or translate through court certification or through other professional 
language skills assessment certification.” 
 
Effective Communication – Sufficient communication to provide the LEP individual with meaningful 
access to the services that otherwise are available to the public. Staff must take reasonable steps to ensure 
that communication with an LEP individual is as effective as communications with others when providing 
similar programs and services. 
 
Interpretation – The act of listening to a communication in one language (source language) and orally 
converting it to another language (target language) while retaining the same meaning [. . .] 
 
Limited English Proficient (LEP) – Individuals whose primary language is not English and who have 
limited ability to write, read, speak, or understand English. LEP individuals may be competent in certain 
types of communication in English (e.g., speaking or understanding), but still be LEP for other purposes (e.g., 
reading or writing). Similarly, LEP designations are context-specific: an individual may possess sufficient 
English language skills to function in one setting but may find these skills are insufficient in other situations. 
Note: if an individual identifies him or herself as an LEP individual needing services, the Department 
typically should accept that designation and provide the appropriate services.” 
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61. Sra. Lopez has resolved her dispute with H.M.’s school district; however, Defendants are 

also liable to Sra. Lopez as a result of the limitations and restrictions imposed by The 

Commissioner’s Rules.  In other words, but for the standard in 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050, 

Sra. Lopez would have been afforded consistent and appropriate language assistance services. Sra. 

Lopez continues to receive vital general and special education documents only in English and still 

struggles to obtain appropriate language assistance services at her son’s local campus because she 

can speak and understand English just enough now to assert her rights to those services.  

Throughout her son’s special education process, on information and belief, Sra. Lopez has been 

informed either implicitly or explicitly over and over again that TEA does not require fully 

translated IEPs or other comprehensive language assistance services because Sra. Lopez can speak 

a little English.  Additionally, 34 CFR § 300.322(e) is not limited to IEPs, but includes all vital 

special education documents. The standards in 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050 have the effect 

of justifying, particularly in case of Spanish-speaking parents, the denial of requests for translation 

of documents other than IEPs and work to limit translation to a narrow subset of special education 

documents. 

(III) Sra. Sanchez and the Problem of the Untranslated Evaluation  
 

62. A student’s full and individual evaluation for special education and related services is the 

bedrock upon which the student’s IEP is built. 

63. In Texas, school districts can often avoid having to conduct full evaluations by relying on 

what is termed a REED (“review of existing evaluation data”). For example, if the parent agrees 

and a student’s multidistrict evaluation team or ARD-c does not request additional testing, no 

 
 
https://www2.ed.gov/policy/gen/leg/foia/acsocroco1102.pdf 
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triennial re-evaluation is required.  REED meetings are often detached from ARD-c meetings to 

avoid the translation and interpretation requirements.   

64. In order to rely solely on existing evaluation data, the school district must inform a parent 

that she has the option of requesting a full evaluation.  34 CFR § 300.305(d)(1)(ii). 

65. In Sra. Sanchez’s case, her daughter C.S.’s most recent REED was allegedly conducted 

with a Spanish interpreter on September 23, 2020; however, on information and belief, the 

interpreter did not interpret the entire REED/Re-evaluation document and did not properly 

translate throughout the meeting.  Moreover the document is written entirely in English.  There is 

no translation of this vital document.  There is nothing in the documentation that Sra. Sanchez has 

received from her school district that memorializes that she was informed in her native language 

that she was entitled to request a full evaluation instead of merely a REED.  Moreover, the 

evaluation expressly documents that Sra. Sanchez and C.S. primarily speak Spanish at home. A 

redacted copy of C.S.’s December 4, 2020 Re-evaluation attached as ATTACHMENT D. 

66. Almost a year later, on May 26, 2021, the school district convened an ARD-c meeting for 

C.S. to develop her IEP for the 2021-2022 school year.  The school district documents reflect that 

Sra. Sanchez was allegedly assisted by an interpreter and that she received an audio copy of the 

annual ARD-c meeting.   

67. Nevertheless, the audio recording does not translate C.S.’s IEP in full as Texas regulations 

require, and the IEP itself is almost entirely in English (with the exception of residual Spanish 

translation from the previous IEP a year earlier). 

68. While the IEP is almost entirely in English, the barebones Prior Written Notice from the 

May 26, 2021 ARD-c meeting is in rudimentary Spanish.  The irony (as well as the problem) is 
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obvious—Sra. Sanchez received Prior Written Notice in Spanish for an IEP that is almost entirely 

drafted in English. 

69. On information and belief, C.S.’s school district denied Sra. Sanchez the appropriate 

language assistance services to which she was entitled by federal law as result of The 

Commissioner’s Rules cited above.   

70. Now, C.S. is in high school and yet another administrator is tasked with subjectively 

assessing—in accordance with The Commissioner’s Rules—whether Sra. Sanchez is unable to 

speak English. 

CONCLUSION 

While the facts and allegations set forth above are exemplary and not exclusive, the 

situation in each case illustrates one or more of the problems directly caused by 19 TEX. ADMIN. 

CODE § 89.1050.  Plaintiffs have all been denied the language assistance services contemplated 

by 34 CFR § 300.322(e) as a result of The Commissioner’s Rules.  For each Plaintiff mother, the 

school district at issue relied on the criteria set out in 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE § 89.1050 (the 

Texas unable-to-speak-English standard) and limitations it imposes on documents and meetings 

subject to potential translation and/or interpretation to deny Plaintiffs the language assistance 

services and other native language safeguards guaranteed by IDEA. 

ATTORNEYS’ FEES 

 Plaintiffs are entitled to and seek an award of their reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs, and 

expenses pursuant to IDEA, ADA/504, and the Declaratory Judgment Act. 

PRAYER FOR RELIEF 

WHEREFORE, Plaintiffs respectfully request that this Court grant the following relief: 

A. Assume jurisdiction of this Cause; 
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B.  Declare that 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 89.1050(f) and (i) violate Plaintiffs’ 
rights under the Americans with Disabilities Act and Section 504 and are preempted 
by the Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA); 

 
C. Declare that 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 89.1050(f) and (i) violate Plaintiffs’ 

rights to equal protection of the law pursuant to the Fourteenth Amendment; 
 
D. Issue Preliminary and Permanent Injunctive Relief enjoining Defendants from 

violating the Americans with Disabilities Act, Section 504, IDEA and the 
Fourteenth Amendment by enforcing the Texas unable-to-speak-English standard 
in 19 TEX. ADMIN. CODE §§ 89.1050(f) and (i) and the limitations on documents 
and meetings subject to interpretation/translation; 

 
E. Award Plaintiffs their reasonable attorneys’ fees, costs, and expenses and grant 

further relief as just and equitable. 
 

    Respectfully submitted, 

        HENRY GREEN BOSTWICK PLLC  
        PO Box 1348 
        Manchaca, Texas 78652-1348 
        greenbostwick.com 
        southerncenterforchildadvocacy.org 
        (833) 426-5529 
        (866) 335-0534 (eFax) 
        DIRECT CELL:  540-314-3192 
 
        BY:  /s/ Henry Green Bostwick II 

    Henry Green Bostwick II     
    hank@hgbpllc.com  
    Texas State Bar # 24099415 

   ATTORNEY FOR PLAINTIFFS 
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I certify that a true and correct copy of the above and foregoing has been served upon  the Texas Education Agency on November 10, 2021.

TEXAS EDUCATION AGENCY  
COMMISSIONER MIKE MORATH             Via Email: christopher.jones@tea.texas.gov
1701 N. Congress Ave.
Austin, Texas 78701

							/s/ Henry Green Bostwick II /s/
 							HENRY GREEN BOSTWICK II





 

May !", #$#!                                                      Via Email to commissioner@tea.texas.gov          
                                                                              and Certi!ed Mail 

The Honorable Mike Morath, Commissioner 
O%ce of the Commissioner 
Texas Education Agency 
!&$! N. Congress Avenue 
Austin, Texas, &'&$! 

RE:             Improving Outcomes for Students with Disabilities 
                   of Limited English Pro!cient Parents and Guardians 

Dear Commissioner Morath, 

The Southern Center for Child Advocacy is a non-pro(t, non-partisan advocacy 
organization for K-!# students in public schools across the South and Southwest.  We 
are writing to express concern about what we see as a signi(cant problem for students 
with disabilities  in Texas public schools whose parents are considered Limited English !

Pro(cient (LEP) and to request that the Texas Education Agency (TEA) take action on 
this important issue prior to the start of the #$#!-#$## school year. 

 Similar to the now infamous '.)% cap on the number of special education students in Texas reported by the Houston !

Chronicle, these problems have been created by the Agency, not Texas public schools.  However, local school districts 
have borne the brunt of the resulting litigation costs, which has directly impacted services to the students we care 
about.  We are acting now to prevent this from happening again.

Post O%ce Box 369  - Manchaca, Texas 78652 - southerncenterforchildadvocacy.org
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The Problem—A Land of Confusion 

There is presently a patchwork of laws and regulations  that inform how Texas school #

districts should approach issues concerning the translation and interpretation of the 
special education documents that are used to inform parents about their students’ 
special education programs and related services and, thereby, secure meaningful 
parental participation in the special education process.  

The Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEA #$$*)—the federal law 
regarding the education of students with disabilities—requires school districts to take 
whatever action necessary to ensure that a Limited English Pro(cient (LEP)  parent "

understands the procedural and substantive aspects of an Individualized Education 
Program (IEP) meeting (the so-called ARD-c in Texas), including arranging for an 
interpreter for a parent whose native language is other than English. "* CFR § 
"$$.##(e). 

The Commissioner’s Rules for K-!# public schools in this context are problematic for a 
number of reasons, not the least of which is the potential legal exposure  faced by *

Texas public schools that follow the current rules. 

At present,  The Commissioner’s Rules  put it this way— !

“[i]f the parent is unable to speak English, the school district must provide 
the parent with a written notice [for ARD-c meeting notices or notices of 

 Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of !+,* (“Title VI”), Equal Educational Opportunities Act of !+&* (“EEOA”), the #

Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act of #$$* (“IDEA”), the Texas Administrative Code and the 
Texas Education Code.

 According to the O"ce of Special Education Programs (OSEP) “Dear Colleague” letter of June !*, #$!,.  LEP parent refers "

to parents “who are limited in their English pro(ciency on account of their national origin, including but not limited to 
their ancestry, foreign birth, or home languages other than English. LEP students are also commonly referred to as 
English learners or English language learners.”  https://www#.ed.gov/policy/speced/guid/idea/memosdcltrs/iep-
translation-$,-!*-#$!,.pdf

 The Southern Center for Child Advocacy is not a law (rm; however, in the interest of full disclosure, the author of this *

letter is an attorney licensed in Texas.  This is not intended as legal advice to you but information provided in an 
e"ort to improve educational outcomes for students in Texas.

 These Rules are promulgated pursuant to legislation; however, IDEA expressly tasks a state education agency with )

the responsibility for following its requirements.
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refusal to convene ARD-c meetings] in the parent's native language, unless it is 
clearly not feasible to do so…” !+ Texas Administrative Code § '+.!$)$(f )
(emphasis added). 

Similarly for IEPs— 

 “If the student's parent is unable to speak English and the parent's native   
 language is Spanish, the school district must provide a written copy or audio   
 recording of the student's IEP translated into Spanish. If the student's parent   
 is unable to speak English and the parent’s native language is a language   
 other than Spanish, the school district must make a good faith e-ort to provide 
 a written copy or audio recording of the student’s IEP translated into the   
 parent’s native language.”  !+ Texas Administrative Code § '+.!$)$(i)(emphasis   
 added). 

Thus, current regulations pertaining to the translation and interpretation of IEPs can 
be summarized as follows:  if a parent doesn’t speak English, a school district has the 
option of either providing a written translation of the IEP documents verbatim in the 
parent’s native language or providing that parent with an audio recording orally 
translating the entire content of the IEP document. Moreover, a school district is not 
prohibited from providing an LEP parent with an audio recording of an ARD-c 
meeting in which the parent was assisted by an interpreter so long as the audio 
recording provided to the parent contains an oral translation of the entire content of 
the IEP.  Id.  

IDEA mandates that for the parts of the special education process requiring parental 
consent, a parent must be fully informed of what they mean in her native language or 
through another mode of communication. "* CFR §"$$."$+(a).  We will come back to 
this point in a moment. 

IDEA uses the terms “Limited English pro(cient” and “native language” – “The term 
‘native language,’ when used with respect to an individual who is limited English 
pro(cient, means the language normally used by the individual” #$ U.S.C. § 
!*$!("$) (emphasis added). 

The standard for when a parent meets the IDEA’s de(nition of an LEP parent in Texas
—as interpreted by the Agency—is arguably discriminatory against non-native 
speakers.  In other words, if a parent can merely speak English, she is not entitled to 
IDEA’s safeguards for LEP parents.  Many LEP parents can speak enough English to 
communicate in the workplace or in day-to-day activities, particularly low-income LEP 
parents who work low-paying, even multiple jobs to make ends meet, in the service 
industry.  In other words, they may be able to speak enough English to get by in the 
workplace, but they can’t read English, let alone the complex jargon and education-
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speak in IEPs and special education evaluations (even most English speaking parents 
can’t!). 

This is hardly a standard that ensures the meaningful parental participation required 
by IDEA. 

Local School Districts May Be At Risk Regarding Vital Written Materials 

While the United States Department of Education has also wa.ed when it comes to 
providing su%cient safeguards for LEP parents, the O%ce of Special Education and 
Rehabilitative Services (OSERS) addressed this issue in a guidance letter dated 
September *, #$$&.  In Letter to Boswell,   OSERS points out that providing written ,

translations of special education documents, particularly IEPs, is evidence that “a 
parent has been fully informed of the services his or her child will be receiving.” 

Thus, for OSERS at least, the primary issue involves the matter of informed consent. 

On June !*, #$!,, the USDoE’s O%ce of Special Education Programs (OSEP) issued a 
Dear Colleague letter anticipating the application of a Title VI/EEOA “vital written 
materials” analysis, discussed infra, to the issue of whether and to what extent IEPs 
must be translated for LEP parents:    &

 “Under Title VI, all vital documents, including a student’s IEP, must be    
 accessible to LEP parents, but that does not necessarily mean that all vital   
 documents must be translated for every language in the district.   For example,   
 a timely and complete oral interpretation or translated summary of a vital   
 document might su%ce in some circumstances. A district must, however, be   
 prepared to provide timely and complete translated IEPs to provide meaningful 
 access  to the IEP and the parental rights that attach to it. This is because a   
 parent needs meaningful access to the IEP not just during the IEP    
 meeting, but  also across school years to monitor the child’s progress and   
 ensure that IEP services are provided” (emphasis added). 

In #$!,, in T.R. v. The School District of Philadelphia,  the parents of children with '

disabilities alleged that the school district at issue systematically and routinely denied 

 *+ IDELR !+, (OSEP #$$&).,

 https://www#.ed.gov/policy/speced/guid/idea/memosdcltrs/iep-translation-$,-!*-#$!,.pdf.  In #$$#, DOJ issued &

guidance to state and federal agencies regarding the prohibitions in Title VI against national origin discrimination 
a-ecting limited English pro(cient people.  As DOJ’s #$$# guidance notes, school districts must provide for the 
translation of “vital written materials” into the language of each “frequently-encountered” group of LEP parents. DOJ 
Guidance to Federal Financial Assistance Recipients Regarding Title VI Prohibition Against National Origin Discrimination A#ecting 
Limited English Pro$cient Persons, ,& Fed. Reg. *!,*)) (June !', #$$#)

 T.R. v. Sch. Dist. of Philadelphia., *)' F. Supp. "d #&* (E.D. Pa. #$#$)'
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LEP parents of students with disabilities meaningful access to information they 
needed to understand and to fully participate in their children’s education.  The 
plainti--parents also alleged that the school district was failing to appropriately 
translate and interpret critical (or “vital”) documents provided to non-LEP parents and 
inadequately interpreting communications with school sta-. 

While the school district ultimately prevailed in that case inter alia on the issue of 
administrative exhaustion, it has provided a roadmap for future potential litigation 
under IDEA, particularly in light of the Frye v. Napoleon  decision. %

Under Title VI, “[n]o person in the United States shall, on the ground of race, color, or 
national origin, be excluded from participation in, be denied the bene(ts of, or be 
subjected to discrimination under any program or activity receiving Federal (nancial 
assistance.” *# U.S.C. § #$$$d.  

Failing to translate the vital or essential documents in the special education process 
may be tantamount to discrimination based on national origin under Title VI. 

In the special education context, arguably vital documents include but are not limited 
to the following— 

• The reports from district-conducted Full and individual Evaluations (FIEs) for 
eligibility for special education and related services; 

• The contents of a school district’s Notice of Proposal to Evaluate for special 
education and related services; 

• IEP progress reports, and of course, 

• A student’s IEP. 

Unfortunately, it is common practice—in part due to a lack of clarity from TEA—for 
many school districts to simply record the ARD-c meeting wherein an interpreter (o&en 
not certi$ed) is present and then give the LEP parent an audio recording of the meeting. 
However, this practice often doesn’t guarantee that all the content in a student’s IEP is 
orally translated at the ARD-c meeting, giving rise to potential liability.  

Similarly, many districts do not fully translate a student’s comprehensive special 
education evaluation—the gateway document into special education eligibility.  This 
would arguably warp the relationship between the parent and the school district from 
the get-go.  Practically speaking, the practice puts school districts at greater risk for 
Child Find violations particularly if students do not qualify for special education and 
related services and their parents are unclear as to the reasons why.  Finally, parent 
attorneys can raise allegations that a school district has withheld information from 

 !"& S. Ct. &*"; !+&/L. Ed. #d/*, (#$!&)+
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LEP parents, and perhaps rightly so, in order to prove an exception to the statute of 
limitations for special education due process hearing requests. 

More litigation based on claims of a lack of meaningful parental participation may 
unfortunately be on the horizon if this issue is not addressed. 

As a matter of equity, more robust guidance is necessary as many students with 
disabilities and LEP parents could not access special education and related services 
during the pandemic.  TEA has issued guidance obligating school districts to come up 
with the funds and resources to provide compensatory educational services to make 
up for the loss during pandemic-related school closures and remote learning.  TEA has 
also tasked a student’s ARD-c with making the decision regarding those compensatory 
services based on an assessment of testing and other evaluation data.  
Communicating that data and explaining those evaluations to LEP parents in a 
language that they will fully understand is crucial. 

Without clear guidance and direction from TEA, school districts—not TEA—will  
ultimately bear the litigation costs for defending complaints to the O%ce of Civil 
Rights, which enforces Title VI, and special education due process hearings based on 
violations of the informed consent requirements of IDEA.  These costs will deplete 
already overly taxed school district budgets—particularly in rural areas and the inner-
city—making fewer resources available for educational services. 

A Possible Path Forward 

The Southern Center is requesting that, by the beginning of the #$#!-#$## school year, 
that TEA take the following actions— 

• Call a summit of stakeholder organizations during the summer of #$#! to 
consider ideas about how to practically, e%ciently and e-ectively provide for 
translation and interpretation of vital written materials in the context of special 
education and related services. 

• Issue clear, updated guidance in English, Spanish and Vietnamese  directing !$

school districts to err on the side of caution when interpreting the “if a parent 
doesn’t speak English” standard in The Commissioner’s Rules and urges them to 
consider adopting the native language standard in IDEA and the “vital written 
documents” analysis under Title VI. 

• This guidance should also include practical tips to ensure the 

 https://www.politifact.com/factchecks/#$!,/may/#,/john-cornyn/john-cornyn-says-vietnamese-third-most-!$
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meaningful participation of LEP parents in ARD-c meetings by 
coordinating communication between a school district’s ESL, Bilingual 
Education and Special Education Departments. 

• Make grants available to school districts (no later than January ', ()(() that elect to 
provide for more robust translation and interpretation services for the LEP 
parents of students with disabilities. 

The Southern Center believes that these e-orts will improve outcomes for disabled K-!# 
students across Texas who are the children of LEP parents.  We also believe that these 
actions will increase collaboration between parents and schools and help school 
districts to avoid what may be the next wave of special education litigation in Texas—a 
wave that will only bene(t the lawyers on both sides of the school law bar, not the 
children of Texas. 

Thank you for your time, energy and attention to this important issue and our 
requests.  We look forward to working with you. 
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

Date of Meeting: 08/30/2021 Reason for Meeting: Annual Review
 

ADMISSION, REVIEW, AND DISMISSAL (ARD)  COMMITTEE MEETING
INDIVIDUALIZED EDUCATION PROGRAM (IEP)

 

 

NAME OF STUDENT DATE OF BIRTH

Age: 12 Grade: 07 Year: 2021-2022 Gender: M
 
☒ Yes ☐ No An interpreter was used to assist in conducting the meeting.

If YES, specify language or other mode of communication: Spanish

and parents were provided with: Translated audio copy
REVIEW OF EVALUATION DATA AND OTHER INFORMATION

Full and Individual Evaluation : 09/08/2020 09/07/2023
DATE OF REPORT NEXT FIE DUE

REVIEW OF ADDITIONAL EVALUATION
Students Vision for the Future
Student's or parent's/guardian's (if appropriate) preferences and interests for life after high school:
Employment goals and  objectives:

Other: Mom is not sure yet.
Present Levels of Academic and Functional Performance:
Mom says that she is unsure yet of possible employment part time or full time for 

Postsecondary  education goals
Other: Mom is not sure yet.

Present Levels of Academic and Functional Performance:
Mom says she is unsure yet about post high school decisions. 

Independent living goals
Immediate:

Immediate plans are to keep at home with family.
Long-term:

Long term goals are to keep at home with family.
With parents or relatives

Community experiences and goals
Family supported

Present Levels of Academic and Functional Performance:
Any community or outside goals for S , will be supported by family.
☒ Information from student's Language Proficiency Evaluation Committee
☒ Information from school personnel
☒ Student communication needs
☒ Parent's concerns for enhancing the education of the child

Parent would like completed work sent home weekly, a journal/notebook/organizer in which communicates 
something he learned during the day sent home daily, and would like to explore options of more classes outside of 
the ALE classroom.
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

☐ Yes ☒ No Additional evaluation is needed:
Based on the evaluation data reviewed, the ARD committee determines that the student:

☒ Meets criteria for the following disability/disabilities based on evaluation data:
☒ speech/language impairment
☒ autism

AND
☒ Yes ☐ No by reason of the disability/disabilities has a need for special education and related services.
If the ARD Committee determines that the student has a disability and needs special education, the ARD committee 
must conduct an analysis of determinant factors before determining a student is eligible for special education services.
Analysis of determinant factors: the ARD committee has reviewed the determinant factors (reasons) listed below in 
relation to the student's disability. Are the factors listed below the reason/cause of the disability?
☐ Yes ☒ No lack of explicit and systematic instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, vocabulary 

development, reading fluency, including oral reading skills, and reading comprehension 
strategies.

☐ Yes ☒ No lack of appropriate instruction in math.
☐ Yes ☒ No limited English proficiency.
If the answer to any of the above determinant factor questions is YES, the student does not have a disability.

☒ Meets eligibility criteria for:
☒ Primary Disability: 10-Autism
☒ Secondary Disability: 09-Speech Impairment

☐ Yes ☒ No Student has multiple disabilities
☐ Yes ☒ No Student is medically fragile.
Notes:  

DEVELOPMENT OF THE INDIVIDUAL EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM (IEP)
Present Levels of Academic Achievement and Functional Performance

☒ Yes ☐ No ☐ N/A The ARD committee reviewed achievement of the previous year's goals on the IEP.
(Applicable to all but initial ARD meetings.)

Reading:
In August of 2021, Santiago was benchmark tested in our Unique Curriculum. In Reading scored Mastery in 
Initial letters, 18/18 and Word Rimes, 17/18.  In Word Recognition List 1, he scored instructional, 14/18. In Word 
Recognition List 2, he scored Mastery, 17/18, as well as List 3, 18/18. reads best with text at level B in Unique. 
Level  C in Unique is too difficult for him with 67 percent accuracy and poor comprehension. In listening comprehension, 
He scored instructional, 10/18.Santiago did not understand final consonants. In Final Letters he scored 0/18, Review 
and Revise. 
In class can sit and build words from word cards using scrabble tiles, plastic letters, letter linking cubes. He 
enjoys this activity for an extended amount of time. He is able to find words from a list in a word search where words are 
only represented in an across manner (no diagonals, up/down, or backwards). He has found a few going down before 
with a little assistance. He also can determine the word that goes in a word box. This is found by searching word box 
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

generator online and then adding words. With a little assistance he can count letters, look at shape of word and find the 
correct word box to fill in the word. 
 
 
 
Due to S s reading and comprehension levels, he will need an alternative curriculum for Science and Social 
Studies to be successful. 
 
Speech/Related Services:
When given his communication system and ongoing aided language stimulation across the school day can 
communicate for different purposes during a structured activity with no more than two indirect verbal cues with 70% 
accuracy.  S has been working remotely with his mom by his side during speech therapy throughout the 20-21 
school year.  He has been successful with answering questions and has enjoyed socializing with his peers.
 
Music Therapy:

miles and sings along to the Hello Song and Day of the Week songs, sometimes while playing the guitar or 
another instrument. When given choices of two coins, chooses the requested coin 100% of the time. When 
presented with 4 different coins, ould choose the requested coin about 75% of the time. He would often choose 
the dime when a nickel or 5 cent was requested, but would correct himself either with indirect verbal prompts like, "No, 
try again," or independently. is able to identify the $1, $5, and $10 bills 100% of the time. When given two choices 
of instruments, is able to choose the requested instrument 100% of the time. When shown a picture of an 
instrument, he is able to verbally identify 16 different instruments: piano, violin, flute, guitar, rhythm sticks, cymbals, 
drum, rain stick, egg shaker, cabasa, tone block, triangle, bells, tambourine, maracas, and castanets. 
 
Written Expression:
In August of 2021 S was benchmark tested in our Unique Curriculum. In five minutes of time, he wrote one word, 
birthday, when asked to write about his favorite birthday gift. He scored Revise and Review.  S can write his first 
and last name. He can copy a complete sentence from a model with a little assistance on spacing between words. 
Given picture word cards, he can pick a describing word and a noun to complete a sentence frame with some 
assistance. He is able to match upper to lower case letters. 
 
He is able to complete sentences in the chrome book with errorless choices with pictures for support. 
He can take his time doing an activity but he is more successful with repeated verbal directions, a visual model to copy 
from, and verbal and visual re-direction to the task. He is making progress about understanding when to use a question 
mark and a period. 
 
 
 
Math:
Santiago was benchmark tested in our Unique Curriculum in August of 2021. In Basic Math he scored Mastery 18/18 in 
Numbers and counting to 20. In Coins/Bills and Value, he scored Review/Revise, 3/18. In Telling time, scored 
Instructional 11/18. In shapes, he scored Mastery in 18/18. In Measurements, he scored 4/18 Review/Revise. In 
Fractions, scored 13/18 Instructional. In the area of Math Problem Solving, he scored Emerging, 7/18. In 
Calculating and Making Change he scored 3/18, Review/Revise. In Calculating Time, cored 8/18, Emerging. 
In Multiply and Divide, scored Review/Revise, 5/18. Finally in Data Analysis, he scored Review/Revise, 3/18.
 
Due to reading and comprehension level, he will need an alternative curriculum for science and social 
studies to be successful. 
 
 
Behavior:
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

I have observed walking in the hall, eating in the cafeteria and working in his classroom. He is always smiling 
and sometimes too silly. He does follow directions and participates in Art.
 
Functional:

can take care of his basic needs such as feeding himself with utensils and wiping his mouth with a napkin 
when requested. He puts trash in the trash can in the classroom. follows simple verbal directions. He will get 
requested materials in the classroom and return them to the proper location. He knows the names of his classmates 
and teachers.
 
 
 
Other:

is participating in a Partner PE class where he will continue to increase his level of physical fitness, sports 
related skills and lifetime leisure activities.
 

STATE / DISTRICT REQUIRED ASSESSMENT RESULTS / CONSIDERATIONS

 

Results of previous assessments
 

Year Grade Subject Assessment Type Results
2017-2018 Spring 2018 03 Math STAAR ALT 2 321 Meet Passing 

Standard

2017-2018 Spring 2018 03 Reading STAAR ALT 2 340 Meet Passing 
Standard

2018-2019 Spring 2019 04 Math STAAR ALT 2 341 Met passing 
standard

2018-2019 Spring 2019 04 Reading STAAR ALT 2 300 Met passing 
standard

2018-2019 Spring 2019 04 Writing STAAR ALT 2 303 Met passing 
standard

2020-2021 Spring 2021 06 Math STAAR ALT 2   Not scored

2020-2021 Spring 2021 06 Reading STAAR ALT 2   Not scored

 
Transition
☒ The ARD committee has determined that transition services are not age appropriate at this time.

Behavior:
☒ YES ☐ NO Does child's behavior impede child's own learning or that of others?
If yes, the following positive behavioral interventions, supports and other strategies address behavior:
Development of Goals and Objectives
Modifications/Accommodations
Positive Behavior Strategies
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

Behavior Intervention Plan: ☐ Yes ☒ No
Statement of assurance with regard to discipline:
Regular discipline, as set forth in the student code of conduct, will be followed, subject to the timelines, ARD 
requirements, and manifestation determination requirements for disciplining students with disabilities pursuant to CFR 
300.530 and any limitations set forth in the Individualized Education Program.

Student Code of Conduct Statement
In the case of a child whose behavior impedes the child's own learning or that of others, the ARD Committee must 
consider the use of positive behavioral interventions and supports, and other strategies, to address that behavior. (34 
C.F.R. §300.324 (a)(2)(i).
Student Code of conduct applies to all students. The district will implement its Code of Conduct with regard to all 
students, subject to and in compliance with the requirements of federal and state law pertaining to students with 
disabilities.
☒ Student is subject to following the District's Student Code of Conduct without any modifications.
Language needs for second language learners as related to the Student's IEP

☒ Student is a second language learner.

Student's language needs are met through: ESL

Communications Needs of the Student
☒ Student has communication needs/deficits that should be addressed through supplementary aids and services, 

IEP, Assistive Technology, and/or speech therapy.
language needs require the services of a licensed Speech Language Pathologist in the school setting.

☒ Student is affected by autism spectrum disorder.
Physical needs of the student
☒ This student exhibits no physical limitations.

Assistive Technology needs of the student
In reviewing the student's needs, the ARD committee considered assistive technology needs and determined that:

☒ The student will NOT be able to participate in the educational program or make reasonable progress toward 
mastery of IEP goals and objectives WITHOUT assistive technology, devices and/or services. The specific 
devices and/or services are documented in the IEP.

☐ Additional information is needed to decide whether or not the student requires assistive technology,   devices 
and/or services to participate in the educational program and make adequate progress toward mastery of IEP 
goals and objectives. An AT evaluation is recommended to assess the specific educational needs of the 
student.

Explain:
Provide a AAC app on a dedicated mobile tablet that places words in relatively fixed and consistent locations with 
access core vocabulary that is require minimal number of activations to create novel messages with at least 25 
icons on the homepage. The use of AAC app should be paired with his verbal attempts to communicate.

Summary
After reviewing the above mentioned competencies and present levels of educational performance, the ARD 
committee has determined that this student's disability affects his/her involvement and progress in the general 
education curriculum.
Specify areas:

☒ Language Arts
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

NAME OF STUDENT ID# MEDICAID# CAMPUS DATE OF BIRTH

☒ Math
☒ Social Studies
☒ Science
☒ Physical Education
☒ Other: cognition/communication/socialization/self-help/motor skills
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

MEASURABLE ANNUAL GOAL:
Goal Number: 1 Goal Focus Science

☐ Draft ☐ ESY ☒ Accepted by Committee ☐ Transition Related Goal
☒ Academic ☐ Functional ☐ Related Services

From ARD year to ARD year, given verbal support and picture cues, S will acknowledge relationships as 
they occur in food webs within marine freshwater and terrestrial ecosystems 70 percent of the time. (MT 
support)
Duration: 09/08/2021 to 08/29/2022
Language of Delivery: English Grade Level:  

ESY Code BENCHMARKS OR SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES
  From ARD year to ARD year, given verbal support and 

pictures cues, S will acknowledge predators and 
prey,  70 percent of the time.

  From ARD year to ARD year, given verbal support and 
picture cues, S will acknowledge producers and 
consumers, 70 percent of the time.

Implementer: Special Education Teacher and Music Therapist
Method of Evaluation: Data Collection, Observations
Periodic reports on the progress the student is making toward meeting the annual goal will be provided (frequency):

Concurrent with the issuance of report cards

MEASURABLE ANNUAL GOAL:
Goal Number: 2 Goal Focus Social Studies

☐ Draft ☐ ESY ☒ Accepted by Committee ☐ Transition Related Goal
☒ Academic ☐ Functional ☐ Related Services

From ARD year to ARD year, given verbal support and picture cues, will participate in organizing a 
sequence of events on a timeline 70 percent of the time.
Duration: 09/08/2021 to 08/29/2022
Language of Delivery: English Grade Level:  

ESY Code BENCHMARKS OR SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES
  From ARD year to ARD year, given verbal support and 

picture cues, ill acknowledge human needs 
of past and present,   70 percent of the time.

  From ARD year to ARD year,  given support and verbal 
cues, will participate in identifying events or 
objects (with pictures)  from the past or present, 70 
percent of the time.

Implementer: Special Education Teacher
Method of Evaluation: Data Collection, Observations
Periodic reports on the progress the student is making toward meeting the annual goal will be provided (frequency):

Concurrent with the issuance of report cards
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

DATE OF BIRTH

MEASURABLE ANNUAL GOAL:
Goal Number: 3 Goal Focus Reading

☐ Draft ☐ ESY ☒ Accepted by Committee ☐ Transition Related Goal
☒ Academic ☐ Functional ☐ Related Services

From ARD year to ARD year,  given verbal support and picture cues, will acknowledge analogies 70 
percent of the time. (MT support) (SLP support)
Duration: 09/08/2021 to 08/29/2022
Language of Delivery: English Grade Level:  

ESY Code BENCHMARKS OR SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES
  From ARD year to ARD year, given verbal support and 

picture cues, ill acknowledge analogies with 
known antonyms,  70 percent of the time.

  From ARD year to ARD year, given support and verbal 
cues, will participate in producing analogies 
with known synonyms,  70 percent of the time.

Implementer: Special Education Teacher and Music Therapist
Method of Evaluation: Data Collection, Observations
Periodic reports on the progress the student is making toward meeting the annual goal will be provided (frequency):

Concurrent with the issuance of report cards

MEASURABLE ANNUAL GOAL:
Goal Number: 4 Goal Focus Mathematics

☐ Draft ☐ ESY ☒ Accepted by Committee ☐ Transition Related Goal
☒ Academic ☐ Functional ☐ Related Services

From ARD year to ARD year, given concrete and pictorial models and verbal support, will participate 
in  composing and decomposing numbers up to 20, 70 percent of the time. (MT support)
Duration: 09/08/2021 to 08/29/2022
Language of Delivery: English Grade Level:  

ESY Code BENCHMARKS OR SHORT-TERM OBJECTIVES
  From ARD year to ARD year, given concrete and 

pictorial models and verbal support, will 
participate in composing and decomposing numbers 1 
through 10,  70 percent of the time.

  From ARD year to ARD year, given concrete and 
pictorial models and verbal support, will 
participate in composing and decomposing numbers 
from 11 through 20,  70 percent of the time.

Implementer: Special Education Teacher and Music Therapist
Method of Evaluation: Data Collection, Observations
Periodic reports on the progress the student is making toward meeting the annual goal will be provided (frequency):

Concurrent with the issuance of report cards
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

The following accommodations address individual student needs and are necessary to enable the student to be 
involved in and to progress in the general education curriculum:
Are Accommodations needed for this student? ☒ Yes ☐ No
For assistance in implementing this IEP, please contact 
Duration of Special Education Services: From: 09/08/2021 To: 08/29/2022
Language of Delivery: English/Spanish
SPECIAL LANGUAGE PROGRAMS ESL

☐ Yes ☒ No BEHAVIOR INTERVENTION PLAN ☒ Yes ☐ No ASSISTIVE TECHNOLOGY
 
PERSONAL CARE SERVICES☒ Yes☐ No
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

ACCOMMODATION SUBJECT
ELA Rdg Math SC PE SS Spe

Adapt Classroom Instruction
Encouragement for classroom 
participation

X X X X X X X

Feedback provided frequently X X X X X X X
Pair printed images/text with 
photographs/pictures/concrete objects

X X X X X

Shortened instructions (reduce 
number of steps)

X X X X X X X

Specialized curriculum X X X X X
Visual aids (pictures, flash cards, etc.) X X X X X

Adapted or Additional Materials
Highlighted materials for emphasis X X X X X

Alter Assignments
Grade based on SPED Rubric for 
Academic Participation

X X X X X

Study aids/manipulatives/calculator X X X X X

Manage Behavior
Clearly defined limits X X X X X X X
Extra time for oral/AT response X X X X X X X
Frequent movement breaks X X X X X X X
Ignoring of minor infractions X X X X X X X
In-class timeout or "Think it over" with 
explanation about why

X X X X X X X

Positive reinforcement X X X X X X X
Reminders to stay on task X X X X X X X

Required Equipment/AT
Augmentative communication device X X X X X X X

Legend: ELA = English Language Arts,Rdg = Reading,Math = Math,SC = Science,PE = Physical Education,SS = Social Studies,Spe 
= Specials

Notes:
Accommodations:
 
When as paper and attempts to eat it, the staff must first provide two verbal prompts to not eat the paper. 
Then take the paper away from the student if he continues the behavior. 
 
Reduce access of paper for will still be provided with paper assignments. 
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Close proximity during paper assignments with visual and verbal maximal prompts. 
 
Verbal praise and incentives for desired behaviors. (Contingent reward examples on a timer: break, down time, 
movement activity, preferred activity such as legos). A reinforcement menu should be developed so can 
choose prior to the activity. 
 
Shortened task assignments. 
 
Reminders to ask for help. 
 
Neutral tone by the staff members when providing guidance. 
 
Visual examples of desired and undesired behaviors. 
 
Visual timer
 
Cuando tiene papel e intenta comerlo, el personal debe primero brindar dos indicaciones verbales para que no 
coma el papel. Luego, quitarle el papel al estudiante si la conducta continúa.
 
Limitarle a el acceso a papeles. Se le brindarán a tareas con papel.
 
Proximidad durante las tareas con papel junto con indicaciones verbales máximas.
 
Elogio verbal e incentivos por conducta deseada. (Ejemplos de recompensa contingente programadas: recreos, pausas, 
actividad de movimiento, actividad preferida como legos). Se debería desarrollar un menú de refuerzo para que 
pueda elegir la actividad de antemano.
 
Tareas más breves.
 
Recordatorios para pedir ayuda.
 
Tono neutral por parte del personal cuando brinde guía.
 
Ejemplos visuales de conductas deseadas y no deseadas.
 
Cronómetro visual.
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Duration of Services: 09/08/2021 - 08/29/2022

 

 
State Assessment (STAAR)

 
This student is/will be in grade level that takes the STAAR? ☒ Yes ☐ No
 

Duration of Special Education Services:  In effect from 09/08/2021 to 08/29/2022
 

☒ The STAAR Alternate 2 Participation Requirements state-required documentation form has been completed 
and the student meets participation requirements.
 

STAAR (Grades 3-8) Assessment Types
Subject Current Year 2021-2022 Next Year 2022-2023

Reading STAAR Alt 2 STAAR Alt 2
Math STAAR Alt 2 STAAR Alt 2
Science (5 & 8)  STAAR Alt 2
Social Studies (8 only)  STAAR Alt 2
Writing (4 & 7) STAAR Alt 2  

STAAR EOC (Grades 9-12) Assessment Types
Subject Current Year  Next Year  
Algebra I   
Algebra II   
Biology   
English I   
English II   
English III   
U.S. History   

STAAR Notes:

Santiago is unable to participate in paper/pencil assessments due to his fine motor deficits. 

 

STAAR ACCOMMODATIONS

 
STAAR Accommodations Reading Writ/Eng Math Science Social Studies

Provide images or text on separate paper presented one 
at a time [Alt-2]

☒ ☒ ☒ ☐ ☐

Use calculator, manipulatives or math tools to arrive at 
response [Alt-2]

☐ ☐ ☒ ☐ ☐
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STAAR ACCOMMODATIONS

 
STAAR Accommodations Reading Writ/Eng Math Science Social Studies

Use routine picture representations for key words in 
verbal directions to the student [Alt-2]

☒ ☒ ☒ ☐ ☐

Color or highlight images or text [Alt-2] ☒ ☒ ☒ ☐ ☐
Reread sections of the text following TEA instructions 
[Alt-2]

☒ ☒ ☒ ☐ ☐

STAAR Accommodation Notes
The ARD committee recommends that Santiago be tested in his classroom, library, or computer lab. 
 
 

State-required Form

STAAR ALTERNATE 2 PARTICIPATION REQUIREMENTS

Name of Student: Grade: 07 Date: 8/30/2021 Medicaid#: 529416337
Name of District Personnel Completing Form: Position: ALE Teacher

Step I: Review the Eligibility Criteria for STAAR Alternate 2
Prior to reviewing the eligibility criteria for STAAR Alternate 2, the admission, review, and dismissal (ARD) committee 
must understand all assessment options, including the characteristics of each assessment and the potential 
implications of each assessment choice. STAAR Alternate 2 is a statewide assessment for students with the most 
significant cognitive disabilities. STAAR Alternate 2 may only be considered if the student's disability includes 
intellectual functioning and adaptive behavior deficits that primarily and significantly affect the student's ability to plan, 
comprehend, reason, and apply social and practical skills in everyday life.
If STAAR Alternate 2 is being considered, the ARD committee must review the five criteria below and select Yes or No 
if applicable to the student. To be eligible to participate in STAAR Alternate 2, the answer to all five of the questions 
below must be Yes. If the answer to any one of the questions is No, the student is not eligible to participate in STAAR 
Alternate 2 and must participate in STAAR. Each Yes answer requires a justification that contains evidence that the 
student meets the criterion.

1. Does the student have a significant cognitive disability? ☒ Yes ☐ No

• A determination of significant cognitive disability is made by the ARD committee and must be based on the 
student's most recent full and individual evaluation (FIE) conducted by the multidisciplinary team that includes 
a licensed specialist in school psychology (LSSP), educational diagnostician, or other appropriately certified or 
licensed practitioner with experience and training in the area of the disability. AND

• Results from the FIE must indicate a deficit in the student's ability to plan, comprehend, and reason. FIE 
results must also indicate adaptive behavior deficits that limit a student's ability to apply social and practical 
skills such as personal care, social problem-solving skills, dressing and eating, using money, and other 
functional skills across life domains. It is unlikely to see these types of results in an FIE of a student with a high-
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LRE Service Alternatives

☒ Yes ☐ No Is the student's instructional day commensurate with that of students without disabilities? If no, 
explain:

The ARD committee must ensure that to the maximum extent appropriate students with disabilities are educated with 
students who are not disabled.

Efforts to Modify and Supplement the Student's Participation in the General 
Education Setting

Provided/Considered

General education classroom core instructional interventions Considered
English as a Second Language (ESL)/bilingual education Provided
Title I programs Provided
Supplementary aids and services provided in the general education classroom Provided
Accommodations Provided
Program modifications Provided
Special education speech therapy Provided
Assistive technology Provided
Other: Adapted PE, Music Therapy Provided
Self-contained, regular campus Provided
 
☐ Yes ☒ No Were these efforts to modify and supplement the student's participation in the general 

education setting sufficient?
requires a small student to teacher ratio and a highly structured environment to make progress towards his 

IEP goals and objectives. 
necesita una proporción pequeña de alumnos por maestra y un ambiente muy estructurado para 

progresar hacia sus metas y objetivos PEI.
 
☒ Yes ☐ No Will the student receive an educational benefit from participation in the general education 

setting (including nonacademic benefit)?
The student will benefit academically and socially from participation in the regular education setting.
Se beneficiará académica y socialmente si participa en el entorno de educación regular.
 
☒ Yes ☐ No The ARD Committee has considered the effect the presence of a child with a disability has on 

the general education classroom, and thus, on the education that the other children are 
receiving.

The student's presence in the regular education classroom creates a positive effect on the learning environment.
La presencia del estudiante en la clase de educación regular crea un efecto positivo en el ambiente de aprendizaje.
 
 
Describe the student's overall educational experience in the general education setting, balancing the benefits of general 
and special education for the individual student:

is able to mainstream into art and PE with the support of a paraeducator and is making progress in his ALE 
class with speech therapy.

puede participar en las clases de arte, musica y educacion fisica con el apoyo de un docente mientras 
que sigue progresando en la clase de ALE y en terapia de habla. 
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☐ Yes ☒ No Does the ARD determine additional staff training is required to implement student's IEP?
If Yes, please specify.  
 

☐ The committee recommends that this student receive ALL instruction and services in the general education setting 
with supplementary aids and services.

OR
☒ The committee recommends that this student receive part or all instruction in a special education setting.
 
LRE Removal from General Education

☐ The student is capable of achieving all goals/objectives in his/her IEP in the general education classroom with 
supports/services determined by the ARD committee.

After considering educating the student in a general education setting with supplementary aids and services, this 
option was rejected for the following reason(s):

☐ Placement in the general education classroom prohibits the student from achieving all goals/objectives in his/
her IEP, even though supplementary aids and services are used.

☒ TEKS objectives for the student's assigned grade level exceed his/her present level of educational 
performance; therefore, the student requires instruction based on present competencies which are 
significantly below current grade placement.

☒ The modifications required for the student to achieve the goals and objectives in the IEP cannot be 
implemented in the general education classroom without eliminating essential components of the general 
curriculum/activity.

☐ The student's behavior/needs are such that the student requires a structured/specialized environment for 
implementation of the IEP and BIP and/or that the student and/or other students would not benefit 
satisfactorily from instruction in the general education classroom.

☒ Speech therapy/ Instructional/Related Services goals and objectives contained in the IEP require a small 
group/individual setting with trained, licensed, or certified staff in a less distracting environment than the 
general education classroom.

☐ Services and/or therapies in the student's IEP cannot be provided on a general education campus.

Explain:  

☐ Positive behavioral supports and strategies contained in the student's IEP cannot be implemented on a 
general education campus.

☐ The student's behavior is so dangerous that it cannot be controlled without intense supervision in a highly 
structured environment off the general education campus.

☐ The student had a previously unsuccessful placement on a general education campus.

☐ The student has been confined to a home or hospital setting by physician or court order. Medical needs 
supersede educational needs at this time.

☐ Other:  

LRE Consideration of Potential Harmful Effects

☐ Student is not removed from general education.
If the student is removed from the general education classroom/campus, the following are potential harmful effects that 
may impact the student and/or the quality of services which the student needs such as:
Effects on the student: Effects on the quality of services:
☒ Lack of opportunity for appropriate role models ☒ Diminished access to full range of curriculum
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☐ Stigmatization ☐ Decreased access to instructional opportunities
☐ Lack of opportunity for social interaction ☐ Significant differences in developmental levels causing 

social isolation
☐ Decreased self-esteem ☐ Other:  
☐ Other:  ☐ Other:  
 
☒ Yes ☐ No Does the ARD committee anticipate any harmful effects?
If Yes, ☒ Yes, but benefits outweigh anticipated harmful effects.
or ☐ Yes, ARD committee will take anticipated harmful effects into account when determining placement.
LRE Opportunity to Participate in Nonacademic Activities
☒ NO Will the student have the opportunity to participate with students without disabilities in all nonacademic, 

extracurricular and other activities?
☐ meals ☒ regular transportation
☐ recess periods ☐ health services
☐ general education counseling services ☐ recreational activities
☐ athletics/Fine Arts ☐ special interest groups/clubs sponsored by the LEA
☐ field trips ☐ assemblies
☐ general education routines (homeroom assignments, lockers, study hall, class changes, social activities, fundraiser 

etc.)
☐ Other:  
☐ Other:  
If any of the above items are marked, explain why this student is unable to participate:

The student requires assistance/supervision for busing services and requires Special Education transportation.
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SCHEDULE OF SERVICES
Duration of Special Education Services:  In effect from 09/08/2021 to 08/29/2022

Instructional day: Minutes or Periods per day: 440 minutes per day
Next Year Minutes or Periods per day: 440 minutes 
per day

 
Extended School Year (ESY) Services:
ESY is required if, in one or more critical areas addressed in the current IEP goals/objectives, the student has exhibited, 
or reasonably may be expected to exhibit, severe or substantial regression that cannot be recouped within a reasonable 
period of time.
Extended School Year Services were discussed: ☒ Yes ☐ No ☐ Not considered at this time
ESY consideration is:
☐ Recommended by parent.
☐ Recommended by district personnel directly involved in the student's education.
☒ Not recommended by either parent or school.
ESY is recommended: ☐ Yes ☒ No
Eligibility for Special Transportation was discussed: ☒ Yes ☐ No If Yes, see GISD Transportation page.

 
Semester Year Course/Curriculum Area Gen Ed 

Modified
General 

education 
Time

Special 
education 

Time

Progress/Grade 
determined by:

Start Date End Date

Location Gen 
Ed

Spe 
Ed

Joint

All Year 2021-2022 APPLIED CONSUMER 
SKILLS II

Special Education 
Classroom

  1 period  X  09/08/2021 06/09/2022

All Year 2021-2022 APPLIED 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

AWARENESS II
Special Education 

Classroom

  1 period  X  09/08/2021 06/09/2022

All Year 2021-2022 Communications II
Special Education 

Classroom

  1 period  X  09/08/2021 06/09/2022

All Year 2021-2022 COMMUNITY 
CITIZENSHIP II

Special Education 
Classroom

  1 period  X  09/08/2021 06/09/2022

All Year 2021-2022 COMMUNITY SKILLS II
Special Education 

Classroom

  1 period  X  09/08/2021 06/09/2022

All Year 2021-2022 Fine Arts
General Education 

Classroom

X 1 period    X 09/08/2021 06/09/2022

All Year 2021-2022 PARTNERS IN PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION

School Environment

X 1 period    X 09/08/2021 06/09/2022

All Year 2022-2023 APPLIED CONSUMER 
SKILLS III

Special Education 
Classroom

  1 period  X  08/01/2022 08/29/2022
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Semester Year Course/Curriculum Area Gen Ed 

Modified
General 

education 
Time

Special 
education 

Time

Progress/Grade 
determined by:

Start Date End Date

Location Gen 
Ed

Spe 
Ed

Joint

All Year 2022-2023 APPLIED 
ENVIRONMENTAL 

AWARENESS III
Special Education 

Classroom

  1 period  X  08/01/2022 08/29/2022

All Year 2022-2023 COMMUNICATIONS III
Special Education 

Classroom

  1 period  X  08/01/2022 08/29/2022

All Year 2022-2023 COMMUNITY 
CITIZENSHIP III

Special Education 
Classroom

  1 period  X  08/01/2022 08/29/2022

All Year 2022-2023 COMMUNITY SKILLS III
Special Education 

Classroom

  1 period  X  08/01/2022 08/29/2022

All Year 2022-2023 Fine Arts
General Education 

Classroom

X 1 period    X 08/01/2022 08/29/2022

All Year 2022-2023 PARTNERS IN PHYSICAL 
EDUCATION 8

School Environment

X 1 period    X 08/01/2022 08/29/2022

 
IEP Services /Supports necessary 

to implement IEP
Duration/Frequency Location of Services Start Date End Date

Adapted Physical Education Instruction 60 Minutes 3 x per grading period, 
Direct/Consult

School Environment
- Group

09/08/2021 08/29/2022

Personal Care Services 440 Minutes Daily School Environment
- Group

09/08/2021 08/29/2022

Speech Therapy 30 minutes 4 x per grading period Special Education Classroom
 

09/08/2021 08/29/2022

Speech Therapy Consult 10 Minutes 2 x per grading period Special Education Classroom
 

09/08/2021 08/29/2022

Descriptor of Services / Support:
Adapted PE: continues to demonstrate a gross motor delay and will be served in a Partner PE program. This 
specialized instructional setting will improve physical and motor development and enhance skills of recreational 
activities and skills in team sports. The ALE classroom teacher and/or the Partner PE teacher will write the annual goals 
and objectives along with consultation from the APE teacher. If at any time would transfer to another school 
where Partner PE is not offered, a new service delivery option will need to be addressed.
 
Speech Therapy:  30 minutes 4 x per grading cycle and 10 minutes speech consult 2 x per grading cycle.  
 
Regularly scheduled therapy sessions that are missed by the student due to absence from school; participation in 
extracurricular activities such as field trips, assemblies, pep rallies, etc.; or participation in district or statewide testing 
will not be rescheduled or made up. Therapy sessions that are missed due to absence of the therapist will be 
rescheduled and made up.
 
Educación Física Adaptada: los horarios de los servicios pueden variar por sesión según la capacidad de respuesta del 
estudiante en las actividades de la sesión y las necesidades personales.
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No se reprogramarán ni recuperarán las sesiones de terapia programadas normalmente a las que falte estudiante falte 
por inasistencia escolar, ni la participación en actividades extracurriculares como viajes de campo, actos escolares, 
reuniones escolares, etc., ni la participación en las pruebas a nivel distrital y estatal. Se reprogramarán y recuperarán 
las sesiones de terapia que pierda por inasistencia de la terapeuta.
 
 
 
 
 

 
Related/Other Services Duration/Frequency Location of Services PEIMS Start Date End Date

Music Therapy 25 minutes  , 3x per grading 
period

School Environment
 

X 09/08/2021 08/29/2022

Transportation Twice  , Daily To and from school
- Group

X 09/08/2021 08/29/2022
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*PLACEMENT OF SERVICES
Site selection is an administrative decision and may be changed at any time.
*The ARD committee determined that services will be provided at:
Name of Current Year Enrollment Campus:
Name of Current Year Instructional Setting: 44-SC/MM-Severe, Regular Campus more than 60% (217+ min)
Speech Therapy Services in addition to the Instructional Setting Indicated: 2 - Speech and other services
Next Year Instructional Setting Code: 44-SC/MM-Severe, Regular Campus more than 60% (217+ min)
Next Year Speech Therapy Services in addition to the Instructional Setting Indicated: 2 - Speech and other services
Instructional Program: - ALE
Mid Year Instructional Program: -
Next Year Instructional Program: - ALE

Sent/Provided: 10/19/2016

Written Annual Notification to Access Public Benefits or Insurance (e.g., Medicaid)
Medicaid services provided by school districts in Texas to Medicaid-eligible students are known as School Health and 
Related Services (SHARS). SHARS allows local school districts, including public charter schools, to obtain Medicaid 
reimbursement for certain designated health-related services documented in a student's Individualized Education 
Program (IEP).

The main objective of the SHARS program is to reduce the cost of delivering health-care services in the school setting. 
Services received at school do not affect or compromise the type or amount of Medicaid services received outside of 
school. Further, G Independent School District:

A. Will not require parents to sign up for or enroll in public benefits or insurance programs in order for their 
child to receive a free and appropriate education (FAPE);

B. Will not require parents to incur an out-of-pocket expense such as the payment of a deductible or co-pay 
amount incurred in filing a claim for services provided;

I also understand that TX Medicaid Instituted TPL (Third Party Liability) policy requirement using the "pay and recover" 
method. Using the pay and recover TPL (Third Party Liability) process for SHARS means that Medicaid pays the 
school district for services before third party reimbursement is sought. If the third party insurance denies a claim for an 
acceptable reason, no further action is taken. Lifetime benefits of private insurance could be affected depending on the 
policy or agreement parents or guardians have with the Insurance Company.

 ndependent School District has previously notified and received parental consent to disclose personally 
identifiable information to the agency responsible for the administration of the State's public benefits or insurance 
program (e.g., Medicaid) for reimbursement under the SHARS program. This information includes but is not limited to 
name, date of birth, Social Security number, Medicaid number, date of service, service type and service duration. This 
form has been provided in language understandable to the general public and in the native language or other mode of 
communication used by the parent, unless it is clearly not feasible to do so. Consent may be withdrawn at any time. A 
parent's withdrawal of consent or refusal to allow consent does not relieve the district of its responsibility to ensure that 
all required services are provided at no cost to the parent(s).

(Consistent with 34 CFR §300.154(d)(2)(v); 34 CFR §300.503(c); 34 CFR §300.154(d)(2)(l)(iii); §300.154(d)(2)(iv)(A)-(B); 
§300.154(d)(2)(iv); 34 CFR part 99 & 300)
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ASSURANCES: parents assured by: Name:

Title: Facilitator
The ARD committee assures that removal of students with disabilities from the regular educational environment occurs 
only if the nature or severity of the disability is such that education in regular classes with the use of supplementary 
aids and services cannot be achieved satisfactorily.

The ARD committee assures that each student with a disability participates in nonacademic and extracurricular 
services and activities, including meals, and recess periods, with nondisabled students to the maximum extent 
appropriate to the needs of the student.

The ARD committee assures that to the maximum extent appropriate, students with disabilities, including students in 
public or private institutions or other care facilities, are educated with students who are nondisabled.

Access to and Destruction of Records
The special education department observes federal and state laws, state regulations and local policies pertaining to the 
confidentiality of student records. Parents (or an eligible student 18 years or older) may inspect and review records at 
any time. School officials with a legitimate educational interest have access to student records. The parents of a 
student with a disability must give written consent before a student's records can be seen by someone not involved in 
the student's education.

If the student transfers to another school district, special education records will be sent to the receiving district without 
parental consent.

Special education eligibility and educational records are maintained for five (5) years following the date of the last 
recorded action for each student served by the Special Education Department ndependent School District . 
At the end of five years, the records may be destroyed.
 
 
 
REVIEW OF COMMITTEE DECISIONS:

☐ Accept Evaluation  

☐ Accept reevaluation information review  

☐ Additional evaluation is needed
Timeline for completion of evaluation  

☐ Accept/review Transition and/or Graduation Plan
☒ Extended School Year is recommended ☐ Yes ☒ No
☒ Assistive Technology ☒ Yes ☐ No
☒ Goals/

Objectives
☒ Accept ☐ Revise ☐ Continue

☒ Behavior Intervention Plan: ☐ Yes ☒ No

☒ Transportation services: ☒ Yes ☐ No
Supplements Included:
☐ AI ☒ Autism ☐ BIP ☐ BIP Brief ☐ Dyslexia
☐ ESY ☐ FBA ☐ FBP ☐ Graduation ☐ MDR
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☐ Med Fragile ☐ Parent/IHT ☐ Parent/IHT Needs ☒ PCS ☐ RDSPD
☐ REED ☒ STAAR-Alt 2 ☐ STAAR Med Ex ☐ STAAR NAAR ☐ Transition
☐ Transportation ☐ VI ☐ Skilled Nursing Services
☐ Medicaid One Time Parental Consent ☐ Skilled Nursing Services (SA)
☐ Medicaid Initial Notification
☒ Medicaid Written Annual Notification
☐ Other:  

Please take a moment to complete this survey regarding your experience with today's ARD meeting.  
https://www.surveymonkey.com/r/SpEdParentSurvey2021
 
Deliberations: 

This is an Annual ARD. Parent was in attendance. Procedural Safeguards were provided. Evaluation is current. 

Parent would like completed work sent home weekly, a journal/notebook/organizer in which communicates 
something he learned during the day sent home daily, and would like to explore options of more classes outside of the 
ALE classroom. Present levels of academic and functional performance were reviewed. Goals were proposed and 
accepted. Accommodations and state testing were determined. Least restrictive environment was considered. Schedule 
of services and placement were determined. Assurances were read and Prior Written Notice was reviewed.

Parent would like to use the 5 days to review all information presented in the IEP and understands the new IEP will go 
into effect after five days, 9/8/21, unless she would like the ARD committee to reconvene to discuss any requested 
changes. 
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SIGNATURES OF COMMITTEE MEMBERS AND OTHER PARTICIPANTS

Date of Meeting: 08/30/2021
 
REQUIRED MEMBERS POSITION SIGNATURE Agree Disagree
Maria Garcia Parent(s)/Adult Student    

District Representative    
General Education Teacher    
Special Education Teacher/ Provider    
Assessment    
Speech Language Pathologist    
LPAC Representative (required for 
LEP)    
Music Therapy X  

     
     
     
     
     
     
     
NAME/POSITION (In Attendance Only) SIGNATURE
Remote Interpretation Service Interpreter
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____________________________________________________________________________________________________ 
Date of ARD/IEP: 08/30/2021

AUTISM SPECTRUM DISORDER
 
The following strategies shall be considered, based on peer-reviewed, research-based educational programming practices to 
the extent practicable, and when needed, addressed in the IEP:
Extended Educational Programming
The ARD Committee has considered extended educational programming and has determined the following:

Describe:
An analysis of data collected on the student's IEP goals and objectives and other relevant information reveals that 
adequate progress is being made, thus there is no need for extended school day services at this time. The IEP can be met 
through the regular school day. The current services and duration of services are sufficient for the student to make 
progress.
 
 

 
Daily Schedule
The ARD Committee has considered information about the daily schedule reflecting minimal unstructured time and active 
engagement in learning activities and has determined the following:

Describe:
Based on data collected on the student's IEP goals and objectives and other relevant information, S does display 
behavioral difficulty with attending to educational tasks and disrupting class and has difficulty during whole group activities. 
A schedule reflecting minimal unstructured time is needed.

Time Activity Location
8:30-8:50 Arrival time Cafeteria
8:50-9:30 Breakfast/ Bathroom Classroom
9:30-10:00 Reading, Writing Classroom
10:00 10:25 Spelling/ LA Classroom
10:25-11:15 Science/Social Studies Classroom
11:15-12:00 Math Classroom
12:00-12:30 Lunch Cafeteria
12:30-12:45 Bathroom/Sensory time Classroom
12:45-1:30 PE Classroom
1:30-2:30 Art Classroom
2:30-3:30 Finish Work/Free Choice/Tubs Classroom
3:30-4:10 Cleanup, Folders, Backpacks, Closure, 

Bathroom
Classroom

 
In-Home and Community-Based Training or Viable Alternatives
The ARD Committee has considered in-home and community-based training or viable alternatives that assist the student with 
acquisition of social/behavioral skills and has determined the following:

Describe:
Parents indicate that services are not needed at this time. Should a need arise, parents are aware that they should contact 
the school for an assessment.

 
Positive Behavior Support Strategies
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The ARD Committee has considered relevant information about positive behavior support strategies based on relevant 
information and has determined the following:

Describe:
Based on data collected on the student's current IEP goals and objectives and other relevant information, student behavior 
needs are met through regular discipline at this time. The student currently follows the student code of conduct and is 
making progress on individual behavioral goals and objectives. Student’s individual positive behavioral strategies are 
indicated in the Management of Behavior and Accommodations section of this report.

 
Futures Planning
The ARD Committee has considered information concerning futures planning for integrated living, work, community, and 
educational environments that consider skills necessary to function in current and post-secondary environments and has 
determined the following:

Describe:
G offers parent meetings and transition fairs to disseminate information regarding agency and transition services.

  
 
Parent/Family Training and Support
The ARD Committee has considered information concerning parent/family training and support provided by qualified personnel 
with experience in Autism Spectrum Disorders and has determined the following:

Describe:
Parents have declined the Parent Training Needs Evaluation.

 
Suitable Staff-To-Student Ratio
The ARD committee has considered information about a suitable staff-to-student ratio appropriate to identified activities and as 
needed to achieve social/behavioral progress based on the child's developmental and learning level that encourages work 
towards individual independence and has determined the following:
☒ The following ratio is recommended to achieve social/behavioral progress based on the child's developmental and 

learning level that encourages work towards individual independence:
 

Learning new skills (acquisition) 1 : 1
Guided practice (fluency) 3 : 1
Maintenance/Generalization of skills 5 : 1
Unstructured times (i.e. lunch, recess) 5 : 1
Transition between activities 5 : 1

This schedule reflects general information and, on occasion, may be adjusted according to the student's ability to perform a 
particular skill or participate in a particular activity. Parent will be notified if significant changes in the staff-to-student ratio occur 
resulting in a change of placement.
 
Communications Interventions
The ARD Committee considered information about communication interventions, including language forms and functions that 
enhance effective communication across settings and has determined the following:

Describe:
Based on the data collected on the student's IEP goals and objectives and other relevant information, expressive language, 
receptive language, pragmatics is/are needed and are addressed in the IEP. Interventions for these objectives include, but 
are not limited to: picture/object exchange and verbal behavior techniques.

 
Social Skills Supports and Strategies
The ARD Committee considered the use of social skills supports and strategies based on social skills assessment/curriculum 
and provided across settings and has determined the following:

Describe:
Social skills supports and strategies are based on social skills assessment/curriculum and provided across settings.
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Professional Educator/Staff Supports
The ARD Committee considered professional educator/staff supports and determined the following:

Describe:
Staff is trained in autism spectrum disorders.
The following additional training for staff support will be provided:
☐ Consultation/training from support staff
☐ Behavior management training
☐ Positive Behavior Support training
☒ Nonviolent Crisis Intervention
☐ Other:  

 
Teaching Strategies
The ARD Committee considered teaching strategies based on peer reviewed research-based practices for students with ASD 
and determined the following:

Describe:
Teaching strategies based on peer-reviewed, and/or research-based practices for student's with AU, to the extent 
practicable.

Personal Care Services
Summarize the medical necessity for personal care services: (check all that apply)
☐ Physical limitation related to the student's disability that affects activities of daily living.
☒ Cognitive limitation related to the student's disability that affects activities of daily living.
☒ Behavioral limitation related to the student's disability that affects activities of daily living.
☒ Student requires monitoring while performing personal tasks.
☒ Student needs verbal reminders in order to perform personal tasks.
☐ Student needs physical assistance in performing personal tasks.
☒ Student needs to be supervised and re-directed to facilitate student's safety and the safety of others.
☐ Student needs assistance performing personal hygiene activities.
☒ Student needs a program that provides constant supervision throughout the day.

 
The following Personal Care Services are required by the student:  (check all that apply)
☐ Eating ☐ Toileting
☐ Dressing ☒ Redirection/Monitoring
☒ Prompting/Cueing ☐ Bathing
☐ Diapering ☐ Meal Prep/Cooking
☒ Personal Hygiene ☐ Assistance with Mobility
☐ Transferring ☒ Escort to and from bus or during transition times
☐ Money Management ☐ Light Housework/Chores/Laundry
☐ Functional Reading ☐ Vocational Activities
☒ Social Skills ☒ Communication Assistance
☐ Grocery Shopping ☐ Nurse for Medication
☐ Nursing Services
☐ Other:
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Personal care services are provided during the school day in the following settings:
☒ Recreation area (i.e. outside, courtyard, playground) ☒ Hallway
☒ Restroom ☐ Community-based Environment
☒ Cafeteria ☐ Community Vocational Training
☒ Classroom ☐ Campus-based Vocational Training
☒ Bus drop off and loading

 
☒ Yes ☐ No The IEP contains goals and objectives for life skill mastery.
☒ Yes ☐ No The student needs assistance transitioning throughout the school day as well as upon bus 

arrival, bus departure and bus escort.
☒ Yes ☐ No The student requires specialized transportation.

 
 
Personal Care Service assistance is required for student throughout the day because the student exhibits one or more of the 
following eligibilities:
☐ Intellectual Disability ☐ Specific Learning Disability
☐ Traumatic Brain Injury ☐ Other Health Impairment
☐ Visual Impairment ☐ Deaf-blindness
☒ Speech Impairment ☐ Emotional Disturbance
☒ Autism ☐ Multiple Disabilities
☐ Orthopedic Impairment ☐ Hearing Impairment
☐ Non-Categorical Early Childhood (NCEC)

 
Failure to provide personal care assistance may result with difficulties in any of the following:
☐ Elopement (Running away or other "escape" behaviors)
☐ Dressing
☒ Behavior
☒ Toileting
☐ Immobility
☐ Maneuvering throughout the school/community environments
☒ Attending to tasks
☐ Independently accessing school/community environment
☐ Impulsivity
☒ Communication
☐ Hearing
☐ Other:

Notes:
 

The following Personal Care Services are required by the student during the school day:
Start Date End Date Frequency Duration Cycle Location Group Ind
09/08/2021 09/06/2022 Daily 440 Minutes Special Education 

Classroom
X  

TRANSPORTATION ELIGIBILITY
 
Campus Assignment
☐ Yes ☒ No This student will attend the school he/she would attend if he/she did not have a disability.
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(If "Yes", go to Transportation Eligibility. If ''No'', indicate what services he/she needs which 
cannot be provided on the campus nearest the home.

☒ Highly structured environment with specifically trained personnel
☐ Specialized equipment or resources, which would be fiscally unreasonable to duplicate
☐ Specifically trained personnel for low incidence populations
☐ (RDSPD students) Hearing loss severely impairs ability to process linguistic information, even with 

recommended amplification, and adversely affects educational performance
☐ Placed in a Disciplinary Alternative Educational Program for disciplinary purposes
☐ Other:  

 
The ARD/IEP committee assures that the assigned campus is the campus nearest the student's home with an appropriate 
program and available classroom space for IEP implementation.
The assigned campus is:
NOTE: If programs are added or moved, or if the student's residency changes, another campus assignment may be necessary.
 
Transportation Eligibility:
Eligibility must be re-established at each annual ARD/IEP meeting and with each change of campus or student 
residence.
☒ Yes ☐ No The ARD/IEP committee determined that the student is eligible for special education transportation 

to the district designated campus. (If ''Yes'', complete Transportation Eligibility).
☐ Yes ☒ No Based on Freedom of Choice, the parent selected a school other than the assigned school closest 

to the home with an appropriate program and available space. (If "Yes", parents should complete 
and sign the Transportation Services Waiver or indicate on Transportation Eligibility and a 
copy should be forwarded to the program coordinator.)

 
Reminder: For BA, ALE, and ECSE students, the program coordinator must be contacted in order to 

determine if space is available. Should the student be displaced from the school nearest his/her 
home address, which provides the program for which the student qualifies, transportation will be 
provided to another school for the remainder of the school year. With the start of the next school 
year, the student will be placed in the school nearest to his/her home that provides the 
appropriate program. If the parent wishes to keep the child in the displaced school for the next 
school year, they will be responsible for transporting their child to and from school.
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Rules and Regulations Governing Special Education Bus Students

1. Students will stay in their seats and will not change seats unless the driver or aide instructs him/her to do so. The 
driver may also assign seats.

2. Students shall not throw or shoot objects in the bus or out of the window.

3. Students shall not write on, disfigure, or destroy any part of the bus.

4. Students shall keep head and arms inside of bus at all times and not extend any part of his/her body out of the 
bus window.

5. Students shall not use tobacco in any form on the bus.

6. Students shall not carry or consume alcoholic beverages or drugs on the bus.

7. Students shall not carry weapons, explosives (such as fireworks), or pointed objects on the bus.

8. Students shall not carry animals or reptiles on the bus.

9. Students shall not use the emergency door except in emergencies.

10. At no time will a student act toward or address comments to the bus driver or aide in a disrespectful manor or 
refuse to cooperate with the driver or bus aide.

11. Scuffling, fighting, and the use of obscene, vulgar, or profane language are forbidden.

12. Students shall not eat, drink, or litter on the bus.

13. Students will get on or off the bus only at their assigned stop.

14. Students shall not yell, scream, or whistle on the bus.

15. Students shall face forward for the duration of the trip.

16. Students will abide by the individual school's rules and regulations concerning bus students.

17. Serious offenses are defined but not limited to those listed.
 

Restrictions for Violation of School Bus Rules and Regulations

Bus drivers will report all violations to the School Administrator who will determine the appropriate action based upon 
the student's Behavior Intervention Plan. If no Behavior Intervention Plan has been developed, this student can be 
expected to comply, without modification, with the rules and policies governing student behavior established by 

School Board Policy. This may include written notice of misconduct and/or suspension of school bus privileges.
Rules and Regulations Governing Special Education Bus Students

 
1. Pick-up time for children should not vary more than 5 - 

10 minutes except possibly in bad weather. Please have 
your child ready and waiting at their scheduled pick-up 
time.

2. It is the responsibility of the parent to have the child 

9. If a driver receives no response when attempting to pick 
up your child at your house or other authorized location 
on three consecutive occasions, your child will be taken 
off the current bus eligible list. You must then contact 
the Transportation Department to have your child 
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ready and watching for the bus each day. Parents of 
children enrolled in the Early Childhood Special 
Education Services (ECSE) should escort the child to 
the bus. The bus driver cannot wait longer than one 
minute at any stop due to the time schedules.

3. In the morning, the bus driver will blow the horn, wait 
thirty (30) seconds and, if no response, blow again. If 
there is no response either time, the driver will proceed 
to the next stop.

4. It is the responsibility of the parent to notify the 
Transportation Department of any change of address. 
You will need to allow us at least two days for bus 
service after a change of address so that the bus driver 
can be notified. If a bus change is not required, we need 
only a one-day notice.

5. If your child is to be transported to or from an address 
other than home, submit the child's name and address 
and the name, address, and correct phone number of 
the person who will assume responsibility for the child to 
the Transportation Department. Please do not write a 
note or tell the driver of any changes -- You must
contact the Transportation Department.

6. We maintain card files on all our students; therefore, if 
your home or work number changes, please notify the 
Transportation Department at Correct 
Emergency numbers must be updated and on file at the 
school and at Transportation. This is EXTREMELY 
IMPORTANT!

7. If you know your child will not be riding the bus for a day 
or more, please contact the Transportation Department 
in advance so that the driver can be notified. The office 
opens at 5:30 AM.

8. If we have been instructed not to leave your child 
unattended and no one is at home, the bus will return 
your child to his/her school. It then becomes the 
responsibility of the parents to transport your child 
home. If your child is not picked up in a timely manner, 
the Police Department will be contacted to pick 
up your child. If this occurs more than twice in the same 
school year, the child may lose his/her bus privileges.

reinstated.
10. Students transported in a wheelchair or kid cart must 

have and wear a lap belt at all times while loading, 
unloading, and while being transported on the school 
bus. Strollers are not permitted for transportation of 
students.

11. It is the responsibility of the parent to properly maintain 
any equipment utilized by your child in loading or 
unloading the bus. This will include wheelchairs, kid 
carts, walkers, crutches, or any other device used as an 
aide for mobility. All devices must be in good working 
order. Tires, wheels, bolts, screws, brakes, tray 
fasteners, and restraining/safety belts must be repaired 
in a timely manner. Failure to do so may result in your 
child losing his/her riding privileges.

12. Your child is expected to comply with the Rules & 
Regulations Governing Special Education Bus Students 
(Form BT-640) as well as the guidelines listed on this 
page. Any report of serious misconduct will be noted by 
the driver on a Misconduct Form and forwarded to you 
by the school principal.

13. Siblings of special education students may ride the bus 
if there is space available at the same school in the 
appropriate grade level for the sibling. If space is 
available at the school, there must be room on the 
special needs bus to accommodate the sibling. If at any 
time during the school year space on the bus becomes 
limited to only enough seats for the eligible students, the 
parent would become responsible for transporting the 
sibling. The sibling would no longer be eligible to ride 
the bus if the eligible child becomes ill and cannot 
attend school. This ineligible status would apply for any 
absence of the special needs child longer than one-half 
day. If we transport both students to school and the 
eligible child leaves campus during the day, we would 
provide transportation home for the sibling that day. 
Transportation will not resume until the eligible student 
is once again able to attend classes.

14. Any questions or concerns you have about your child 
riding the bus should be directed to the Transportation 
Department at (

BT-669 Front (Rev. 6/02)
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Conversion Chart 
 

 
The conversion chart is to be added to the student’s Individualized Education Program (IEP). 
Explanation needs to be given to the parents and ARD committee members on how to convert the 
raw score from the rubric to the grade that will be recorded.  A summary of the explanation should 
be documented in the IEP. 

 
Conversion Chart 

(Converting Raw Scores to Percentages) 
 
 

Student 
Raw Score 

Maximum Raw Score 
 

   32         28           26        24         22          20        16         12 
32 100.0        
31 98.4        
30 96.8        
29 95.1        
28 93.5 100.0       
27 91.9 98.1       
26 90.3 96.3 100.0      
25 88.6 94.4 98.0      
24 87.0 92.6 96.0 100.0     
23 85.4 90.7 94.0 97.8     
22 83.8 88.9 92.0 95.7 100.0    
21 82.1 87.0 90.0 93.5 97.6    
20 80.5 85.1 88.0 91.3 95.3 100.0   
19 78.9 83.3 86.0 89.2 92.9 97.4   
18 77.3 81.4 84.0 87.0 90.5 94.8   
17 75.6 79.6 82.0 84.8 88.2 92.2   
16 74.0 77.7 80.0 82.7 85.8 89.6 100.0  
15 72.4 75.9 78.0 80.5 83.5 87.0 96.8  
14 70.8 74.0 76.0 78.3 81.1 84.4 93.5  
13 69.1 72.1 74.0 76.2 78.7 81.8 90.3  
12 67.5 70.3 72.0 74.0 76.4 79.2 87.0 100.0 
11 65.9 68.4 70.0 71.8 74.0 76.6 83.8 95.7 
10 64.3 66.6 68.0 69.7 71.6 74.0 80.5 91.3 
9 62.6 64.7 66.0 67.5 69.3 71.4 77.3 87.0 
8 61.0 62.9 64.0 65.3 66.9 68.8 74.0 82.7 
7 59.4 61.0 62.0 63.2 64.5 66.2 70.8 78.3 
6 57.8 59.1 60.0 61.0 62.2 63.6 67.5 74.0 
5 56.1 57.3 58.0 58.8 59.8 61.0 64.3 69.7 
4 54.5 55.4 56.0 56.7 57.5 58.4 61.0 65.3 
3 52.9 53.6 54.0 54.5 55.1 55.8 57.8 61.0 
2 51.3 51.7 52.0 52.3 52.7 53.2 54.5 56.7 
1 49.6 49.9 50.0 50.2 50.4 50.6 51.3 52.3 

                    Adapted from Fairfax County Public Schools 
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Prior Written Notice
 
Date Sent/Mailed: 08/30/2021
 
Description of the action proposed or refused: 
The district proposes to:
1. Accept new goals, accommodations, Personal Care Supplement, schedule of services, and alternate grading rubric
2. Accept state testing decision.
3. Continue special education transportation eligibility.

The district refuses:
4. Extended school year (ESY) services
Explanation of why action was proposed or refused:
1. Student requires specialized instruction.
2. Student meets eligibility criteria to take STAAR Alt 2. 
3. Student continues to meet eligibility requirements to receive special education transportation.
4. Student does not meet eligibility requirements for ESY services.
Description of other options considered:
Continue the previous IEP./ Continuar el PEI previo.
Why Options were Rejected:
This is an Annual ARD. Changes were made to the IEP based on progress and anticipated needs.

Evaluation procedures, tests, records, or reports used as a basis for the proposal or refusal:
FIE
Classroom based assessment/observation
Input from teacher/parent
 
Other factors relevant to the proposal or refusal:
None at this time.
 
The parent(s) of a student with a disability/adult student has protection under the procedural safeguards of the IDEA.
A copy of the procedural safeguards in understandable language, where feasible, must be given to the parents/
guardian of a child with a disability only once in a year.  A copy must also be given when an initial evaluation or a 
parent request for an evaluation occurs, upon receipt of the first due process, or State complaint during a school year, 
when the district decides to make a change in placement due to a discipline issue, and upon parent request.  
[ 300.504(a)]  A copy will be/was provided to the parents on 09/07/2021.

Federal regulations require that parents and adult students be provided prior notice in their native language or other 
mode of communication each time the District proposes or refuses to initiate or change the identification, or educational 
placement of your child/you or the provision of a free appropriate public school education (FAPE) to your student/you, 
or upon conducting a manifestation determination.

☒ The notice was translated orally or by other means to the parent/adult student in his/her native language or other 
mode of communication on: 08/30/2021 by Remote Interpretation Service

☒ Parent/adult student verified to the translator that he/she understands the content of this notice.
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To obtain assistance in understanding this notice, you may call:
Name: Position: Facilitator Phone:
or Education Service Center #(972) 348-1700
or Special Education Information Center at #1-855-SPEDTEX (1-855-773-3839)
 
☒ Yes ☐ No The committee mutually agreed to implement the services reflected in these proceedings.
WAIVER FOR NOTICE TO PROVIDE SERVICES
☒ Yes ☐ No Parent(s) or adult student attended the ARD meeting.  If No, copy of the ARD will be provided.
☐ Yes ☒ No Parent(s) or adult student agrees to waive the five school day waiting period between the 

current IEP and the implementation of the proposed IEP.
If parent(s) or adult student declines the waiver, the previous IEP will remain in effect until the newly adopted IEP is 
implemented after a five day waiting period.
 
Signature of Parent(s), Guardian, Surrogate or Adult Student
To obtain assistance in understanding this notice of ARD committee provisions, you may call Special Education 
Information Center at #1-855-SPEDTEX (1-855-773-3839) or Education Service Center, (972) 348-1700.
☐ Yes ☒ No This is an Initial Provision of Services
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Prior Written Notice
 
Date Sent/Mailed: 09/08/2020
 
Description of the action proposed or refused: 
The district proposes to:
1. Accept REED as evaluation.
2. Accept new goals, accommodations, Personal Care Supplement, schedule of services, and alternate grading rubric
3. Accept state testing decision.
4. Continue special education transportation eligibility.

The district refuses:
5. Extended school year (ESY) services
Explanation of why action was proposed or refused:
1. Evaluation is due. Student continues to meet eligibility as a student with Autism and Speech Impairment.
2. Student requires specialized instruction.
3. Student meets eligibility criteria to take STAAR Alt 2. 
4. Student continues to meet eligibility requirements to receive special education transportation.
5. Student does not meet eligibility requirements for ESY services.
Description of other options considered:
1. Continue the previous IEP./ Continuar el PEI previo.
2. Continue to rely on the original FIE.
Why Options were Rejected:
This is an Annual ARD. Changes were made to the IEP based on progress and anticipated needs.
Evaluation is due.

Evaluation procedures, tests, records, or reports used as a basis for the proposal or refusal:
FIE
Classroom based assessment/observation
Input from teacher/parent
 
Other factors relevant to the proposal or refusal:
None at this time.
 
The parent(s) of a student with a disability/adult student has protection under the procedural safeguards of the IDEA.
A copy of the procedural safeguards in understandable language, where feasible, must be given to the parents/
guardian of a child with a disability only once in a year.  A copy must also be given when an initial evaluation or a 
parent request for an evaluation occurs, upon receipt of the first due process, or State complaint during a school year, 
when the district decides to make a change in placement due to a discipline issue, and upon parent request.  
[ 300.504(a)]  A copy will be/was provided to the parents on 09/08/2020.

Federal regulations require that parents and adult students be provided prior notice in their native language or other 
mode of communication each time the District proposes or refuses to initiate or change the identification, or educational 
placement of your child/you or the provision of a free appropriate public school education (FAPE) to your student/you, 
or upon conducting a manifestation determination.

☒ The notice was translated orally or by other means to the parent/adult student in his/her native language or other 
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Duration of Services: 09/16/2020 - 09/07/2021

 

mode of communication on: 09/08/2020 by
☒ Parent/adult student verified to the translator that he/she understands the content of this notice.

 
To obtain assistance in understanding this notice, you may call:
Name: osition: Facilitator Phone:
or Education Service Center #(972) 348-1700
or Special Education Information Center at #1-855-SPEDTEX (1-855-773-3839)
 
☒ Yes ☐ No The committee mutually agreed to implement the services reflected in these proceedings.
WAIVER FOR NOTICE TO PROVIDE SERVICES
☒ Yes ☐ No Parent(s) or adult student attended the ARD meeting.  If No, copy of the ARD will be provided.
☐ Yes ☐ No Parent(s) or adult student agrees to waive the five school day waiting period between the 

current IEP and the implementation of the proposed IEP.
If parent(s) or adult student declines the waiver, the previous IEP will remain in effect until the newly adopted IEP is 
implemented after a five day waiting period.
 
Signature of Parent(s), Guardian, Surrogate or Adult Student
To obtain assistance in understanding this notice of ARD committee provisions, you may call Special Education 
Information Center at #1-855-SPEDTEX (1-855-773-3839) or Education Service Center, (972) 348-1700.
☐ Yes ☒ No This is an Initial Provision of Services
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Reason for Evaluation: Re-evaluation
FIE/Reevaluation Date: 12/04/2020
Review of Existing Evaluation Data Date: 09/23/2020
 

☒ Yes ☐ No An interpreter was used in conducting the meeting.
If Yes, specify the language: 01 Spanish 

☐ Not Applicable
 
☒ Yes ☐ No Parent/Guardian/Adult Student was in attendance.
☐ Not Applicable
☐ Yes ☐ No Parent/Guardian/Adult Student agrees to NOT convene an ARD

☒ Not Applicable
DETERMINATION OF EXISTING EVALUATION DATA: (as required as part of an initial evaluation, if appropriate, and as 
part of ANY reevaluation):

Determination of Present Levels of Academic and Functional Performance
Review of Existing Data includes evaluations and information provided by the parents of the child; performance on 
curriculum-based, local and/or state assessments, and classroom-based observations; and observations by teachers and 
related service providers.
REQUIRED PARTICIPANTS: The Review of Existing Evaluation Data (REED) must be conducted by the ARD committee 
members and other qualified professionals, as appropriate. The participants may conduct the review without a meeting, as 
allowed by local district policy.
The ARD/IEP committee members must review existing evaluation data and determine an appropriate evaluation plan. 
Based on the review of evaluation data in the areas listed below, the ARD/IEP committee members will decide if additional 
data is needed to determine:

• whether a disability exists or continues to exist;

• whether special education and related services are needed or continue to be needed; and

• whether any additions or modifications to the special education and related services are needed to enable the student
to meet the measurable annual goals set out in the IEP of the student and to participate, as appropriate, in the 
general curriculum.

QUALIFIED PROFESSIONALS
The group of qualified professionals which collects and reviews evaluation data must include, but is not limited to, a 
licensed specialist in school psychology (LSSP), an educational diagnostician, an other appropriately certified or licensed 
practitioner with experience and training in the area of the disability or a licensed or certified professional for a specific 
disability category.
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REED/EVALUATION

At the time of this reevaluation review, this student is receiving special education and related services under the following 
eligibility(ies):

Disability Name Code
☒ Primary Disability 10-Autism 10
☐ Secondary Disability   
☐ Tertiary Disability   
☐ Other:   

 

☐ Yes☒ No Student has multiple disabilities.
☐ Not Applicable

 

☐ Yes☒ No Student is medically fragile
☐ Not Applicable

 

Additional Areas of Suspected Disability:
Comments: 
 
Sources of Information:Previous evaluation
Parent information
Teacher information
School records
Language and Communication
LANGUAGE: These areas MUST be discussed: 1) language dominance, 2) mode of communication, 3) receptive and 
expressive proficiency, 4) articulation, 5) fluency, 6) voice, and 7) pragmatics.
Present Levels of Academic Achievement and Functional Performance of Language:
Input From District:
FIE 2017 LANGUAGE TESTING:
 
Functional Communication Profile-Revised
The Functional Communication Profile is a comprehensive guide used to assess and rate an individual on nine major skill categories 
of communication.

 Level of Impairment Notes
Pragmatic/Social                     Moderate Full range of communicative 

intent. Initiates/Maintains 
communication egocentrically. Able to 
ask/answer questions. Interacts with 
those she chooses.

Expressive Language                     Moderate Speaks in both English and Spanish. A 
responsively verbal communicator/
limited based on her interests and 
motivation. Speaks mostly in sentences 
as she loses interest in conversational 
topics. Self-expression is varied to name, 
emotions, physical needs, desires, social 
exchanges, humor/jokes, preferences. 
Makes verbal requests.

Receptive Language                         Mild Comprehends Spanish and 
English. Orally comprehends words/
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REED/EVALUATION

phrases/sentences/direct 
requests. Understands basic 
concepts. Responds to name, commands, 
etc.. Looks at pictures. Able to read at 
2.8 level. Follows routine commands.

Voice/Oral/Fluency                      Normal Within functional limits.
 
The Functional Communication Profile was completed from Speech therapy data, observations, and information from Ms. Jones, 

classroom teacher. 
 
Sensory/Motor:  Vision and Hearing Screenings were performed 11/1/17 and are adequate for testing purposes. She is easily over-
stimulated and uses noise-reduction headphones which have proven to be effective for learning. She is able to perform auditory 
localization to a source selectively. She can use eye contact, but avoids it at times. Visual tracking is adequate as is visual object 
inspection.  She is able to perform self-help skills, using the toilet, feeding, dressing herself. She won't use a tissue and is noted to 
pick her nose. She will not attempt to tie her own shoes. Positioning is adequate and gross motor skills are within functional limits. 
Motor imitation is often delayed and she may perseverate on actions at times if she is enjoying it.  Inappropriate behaviors include: 
occasional physical aggression, social isolation/withdrawal, tantrums, threatening others, stimulus oversensitivity (noise), easily 
agitated, poor safety awareness, and has many irrational fears. 
 
Attentiveness: attention varies depending on the task.  She will focus on preferred tasks and needs to keep busy. She is 
frequently distractible depending on the activity. Alertness and awareness of environment are adequate. Her response rate has 
moderate delays, is best receptively as she is often impulsive. oes better given choices and prompts/cues. She is cooperative 
with prompting but frequently refuses to do her work in class. She actively participates in small speech group. 
 
Receptive Language:  She understands both English and Spanish. She speaks more Spanish at home and English at school. She 
orally comprehends words, phrases, sentences, simple conversation, and direct requests. She understands functional basic concepts 
including (but not limited to): colors, money, same/different, body parts, object function, more/less, physical property, size, 
prepositions, opposites, time, shapes, categories, how many, quantity. She responds to her name, but may tune out others at times. 
She will respond to attention commands on request. She will look at pictures, and appears to prefer them to written words. She is able 
to read at a 2.8 grade level. When requested, she will accept objects presented, give objects to speakers when it benefits her, follows 
routine commands, identifies objects and recognizes two-dimensional figures.  Nonverbal comprehension is more limited due to her 
attention and internalized behavior; she understands gestures and voice affect of speaker but has difficulty with sarcasm, other's 
feelings/thoughts, body language, context, intonation changes, facial expressions, and social cues.
 
Expressive Language: speaks in both English and Spanish. She is a verbal communicator who is mostly responsive but she 
will initiate speech if she wants or needs something. She speaks in sentences and simple conversational exchanges. Her methods of 
communication include: vocalizations, spelling, speech, actions, pointing, activity schedule, and showing objects. She is able to 
express herself by telling her name, physical feelings (cold, tired, hungry), emotions (angry, mean, hurt), basic physical needs, social 
exchanges with prompts, and preferences. Her quality of self-expression is specific to what she wants. Object interaction is 
performed with touching, maintaining grasp, operates for cause and effect, active reach, verbal, guided assist, resists, and compulsive. 
She has no spatial awareness and just goes to get what she wants without consequence of what/who is in her way. Object use is 
mostly appropriate with occasional preoccupation with objects. descriptive language is purely literal. She does not use 
common gestures very often. Her vocabulary is functional and she is able to verbalize her needs, wants/desires, and preferences. She 
uses 3-4 word sentences, sometimes more to request objects or actions (I need the paper and markers.), ask questions (Can I have a 
blue m&m?).
 
Pragmatic/Social Language: Communicative intent includes: requesting item/action, ask for more, gain attention, protest/resist, 
greet/take leave, command, request assist/ inform about others, provide information, show interest in activity, play with others, call 
by name, seek direct care, interrupt others, argue or disagree, assert self, and request clarification. Her communication partners 
include family, teachers, and peers, although she has little interest in outside relationships. She will take turns talking when cued. 
 
Oral, Fluency, Non-Oral Communication:  Oral structure and movement is adequate. Fluency, rhythm and intonation are 
appropriate. She does speak rapidly at times, but is intelligible.  Speech is clear. She knows a few signs but does not use them.
 
 
Oral and Written Language Scales II (OWLS II)
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REED/EVALUATION

An individually administered test that measures receptive and expressive language skills for individuals three to twenty-one.  It also 
addresses written language skills for ages five to twenty-one.

 Standard Score Percentile
Listening Comprehension 73 4%
Oral Expression 40 <0.1%
  ORAL COMPOSITE 54 0.1%

 
Test results indicate that istening comprehension is stronger than her use of oral expression. When shown 4 similar action 
pictures on the listening comprehension section, was able to listen to a verbal prompts, look though the 4 pictures and select 
the answer from stimulus items ages 8 to 21.  She thought one picture was really funny and perseverated on it from number 71 to 97. 
Her attention varied depending on her interest in the pictures, but she understood what she needed to do, and performed functionally 
well. On the oral expression section, completed the open-ended stimulus items by giving a verbal response, but it was often 
literal or associated and was not the 'correct' answer so she did not get credit for her responses. Most verbal answers given were 
understandable and referenced, often giving literal verbalizations to what was going on in the picture. Although her oral expression 
score was significantly below the average range, her responses showed that she has verbal expression skills on a responsive level and 
has functional command of vocabulary, word order, word meaning, grammar, and semantics. 
 
SPEECH THERAPY: THERAPEUTIC DATA/OBSERVATIONS:
 
J , Speech Pathologist, reported tha comes to speech readily and performs all tasks presented. She is responsive and 
cooperative, and while verbal, is mostly responsive when spoken to or asked a question. She will initiate speech whenever she wants 
or needs something. speaks in words, phrases, sentences, and verbal strings using appropriate functional vocabulary, word 
use, grammatical structures, and word order. When prompted, she will use complete sentences responsively. She is able to answer 
'wh' (who, what, when, where, why, how) and yes/no questions appropriately on the functional level. When shown a picture, 
is able to make simple inferences given context. While she does prefer to describe a picture shown to her, she will infer actions with 
cues/prompts. She has made progress on her IEP goals and objectives this year. 
 
Classroom observations:  esponds to her name and basic directives given to her. She is able to follow the classroom routine 
and does not usually use a visual schedule. She is able to use a 'work first/then do preferred activity next' picture strategy. It was 
observed that she will throw an object like a marker, book, or chair when told 'no' and/or asked to do her work. She appears to be self-
directed in the class, preferring to color on paper rather than doing her classwork. When given direct instruction, she is able to write/
spell words correctly, complete punctuation work, perform math problems, etc. is able to clearly make her preferences 
known. She speaks in sentences when asking questions, requesting objects/actions, or telling the teacher what someone else is doing 
or not doing. Ms. Jones reports that uses functional communication throughout her school day and understands all that is said 
to her. Her entire day is structured and modified. s successful in her current environment. Her speech is clearly intelligible 
and she uses a variety of communication methods to make her needs, wants, and preferences known.
 
TEACHER INFORMATION:
Ms. Jones, Functional Academic teacher, reported that she is verbally successful communicating in the classroom. She 
noted that a great deal of communication is used to get what she needs or wants. Her verbalizations are often negative if she 
does not get what she has requested or wants. Also, she was observed to throw a pen, throw down a cup of colors and stomp on the 
cup, throw a chair, and hit out at the teacher when told to do her work. Ms. Jones also has reported that when directed to do 
something or told not to do something, ill kick, hit, try to stomp on your foot, push, or say "just joking". Avoidance of 
requested tasks is a behavioral issue in the classroom, and she will often say "no thank you" when she does not want to work at math. 

answers 'wh' and yes/no questions when given classroom context and following expected routines. She speaks in words, 
phrases, and sentences. She is able to ask questions, give commands, and make preference requests. Ms. Jones also reported that 

works well in small group work (ex: Science experiment wears noise reducing headphones that appear to help her 
cope with loud noises in the classroom. At times, will giggle aloud to herself.
 
PARENT INFORMATION:
Norma Sanchez, mother, has reported that she communicates at home in Spanish most of the time. She has noted that she 
does not understand emotions and that movies are 'too much' for her. Her mother has told the teacher that will report things 
that have gone on at school, and when reported to the teacher it has not occurred as she stated. At times, she will tell her mother when 
she's watched a movie or had a snack or something that has actually happened. 
 
LANGUAGE SUMMARY:
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REED/EVALUATION

important and un-important sounds within the environment.

is reported to frequently miss verbal directions in class and to tune out or ignore the teacher.  She frequently struggles to 
complete tasks in a noisy setting, has difficulty participating in group activities where there is a lot of talking, becomes distressed 
during assemblies/lunch/large gatherings, and occasionally asks others to be quiet.  She occasionally reactions strongly to unexpected 
or loud noises.  score classifies her in the “much more than others” category in this sensory section. 

Visual
The visual system uses the eyes to receive information and interprets what is seen.

almost always struggles to keep materials and supplies organized for use during the day and is almost always attracted to TV/
screens (often distracted by her Apple watch but is redirectable).  She frequently misses written or demonstrated actions and misses 
eye contact.  Only occasionally she will leave items blank on a busy worksheet despite knowing the answers and/or looks away from 
tasks to notice all actions in the room.  score classifies her in the “more than others” category in this sensory section. 
 
Behavioral Responses
Behavioral responses are the actions of a person, usually in relation to their environment.

is described as almost always inflexible compared to same-aged students, is almost always distressed by changes in plans/
routines/expectations, can be stubborn or uncooperative, and interacts in groups less than same-aged peers.  She sometimes is 
overreactive or dramatic and gets easily frustrated.  Occasionally she withdraws when there are changes in the environment or 
routine.  Teacher specifically states that she gets very upset if something happens suddenly.  She must have a warning for changes in 
routine, otherwise, she will rip papers, hit, kick, or throw things.  score classifies her in the “much more than others” 
category for behavior.   Teachers are currently using First and Then statements and visual schedules which are reported to work 
“great” for her.

 

Based on the results from the Sensory Profile 2, appears strongly to be an Avoider (necessity to control or avoid sensation) and 
shows some characteristics of a Bystander (misses or appears not to detect sensory information). Due to her difficulty in understanding 
some sensory information, may demonstrate behaviors that impact her ability to function within her environment.

continues to use a variety of sensory strategies in the school setting including noise cancelling headphones and a weighted 
blanket to aid in regulation of her sensory system.  s not currently able to tell teachers/staff when she is feeling overwhelmed, 
but they can occasionally tell by her body language and intervene as needed including redirection and/or use of sensory strategies. 
 
Educational Implications and Recommendations:   motor skills are functional for educational demands.  She continues to use 
sensory strategies throughout her school day. 
• Occupational Therapy is recommended to continue on a consultative basis to monitor sensory strategies. 
• IEP goals/objectives will be integrated with educational IEP. 
Under the Individual with Disabilities Act (IDEA), Occupational Therapy is defined as a related service: services deemed necessary 
for a student to benefit from special education.  IDEA mandates that to the maximum extent possible, Occupational therapy services 
delivery needs to be a collaborative and integrated into the classroom setting as much as possible.
 
This service (s) is provided through an integrated service model, which may include direct intervention, classroom or teacher 
consultation, parent consultation, group activities, setting up or modifying classroom programs, and equipment modification and 
adaptation.  Therapy will be provided in a variety of setting, which may include the regular classroom special education classroom, or 
other locations in the school that are related to the student’s IEP. 
 
The primary aim of Occupational Therapy as an educationally related service is designed to enhance the student’s ability to 
participate in the educational program.  In the school setting the question asked is whether services are necessary for the student to 
meet educational goals.  Occupational Therapy in this setting is not intended to optimize skill level, but to assist the student in 
developing foundational skills necessary for him or her to purposefully interact and benefit educationally in the instructional 
program.  Test scores are not viewed alone in determining the need for services but are considered in the context of many other issues 
including but not limited to, overall function, and specific educational goals and objectives. The goal of any related service provision 
should be that the needs of the student would eventually be met by educational staff without further support of related service 
personnel. 
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REED/EVALUATION

 
☒ Yes ☐ No Does the student require a related service to benefit from special education?

Related Services Frequency/Duration Location of Services
A. Occupational Therapy - Consult 10 Minutes, each 6 weeks Special Education Setting

B. Occupational Therapy - Consult 10 Minutes, each 6 weeks Home and/or Community

 

 

EVALUATORS
The multidisciplinary team assures that:
 
Name of Evaluator Position Signature of Evaluator

Licensed Specialist in School Psychology

Behavior Specialist

Occupational Therapist

  

  

  
 

ASSURANCES:
Assessments and other evaluation materials used for the evaluation were selected and administered so as not to be 
discriminatory on a racial, cultural or sexual basis.
 
Assessments and other evaluation materials are provided and administered in the child's native language or other mode of 
communication and in the form most likely to yield accurate information on what the child knows and can do academically, 
developmentally and functionally, unless it is not feasible to so provide or administer.
 
Assessments and other evaluation materials are used for the purpose for which the assessments and measures are valid and 
reliable.
 
Assessments and other evaluation materials are administered by trained personnel in accordance with any instructions 
provided by the producer of such assessments.
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Assessments and other evaluation materials include those tailored to assess specific areas of educational need and not merely 
those that are designed to provide a single general intelligence quotient.
 
Assessments and other evaluation materials are selected and administered so as best to ensure that the assessment results 
accurately reflect the child's aptitude or achievement level or whatever other factors the test purports to measure, rather than 
reflecting the child's impaired sensory, manual, or speaking skills (unless those are the skills the test purports to measure).
 
The child is assessed in all areas of suspected disability including, if appropriate, health, vision, hearing, social and emotional 
status, general intelligence, academic performance, communicative status, and motor abilities.
 
For a child with limited English proficiency, the district differentiates between language proficiency and disability.
 
The evaluation is sufficiently comprehensive to identify all of the child's special education and related services needs, whether 
or not commonly linked to the disability category in which the child has been classified.
 
Assessment tools and strategies that provide relevant information that directly assists persons in determining the educational 
needs of the child must be provided.

Date of Report: 12/04/2020 Reason for Evaluation: Re-evaluation

FULL AND INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION
RELATED SERVICES¹ (1)

Student Name:

PROFESSIONAL EVALUATORS: Registered, licensed, or certified related service personnel

Reason for Referral:To determine need to continue educational relevant Occupational Therapy services.

*SOURCES OF DATA
(formal and informal measures)

ASSESSMENT DATES

Parent and Staff Report, Professional Observation, Sensory Profile 12/03/2020

 
*Present levels of educational performance which identify the need for the related service.  (Need not be addressed for 
transportation only.):
 

Strengths:  Functional motor skills, legible handwriting
Weaknesses:  Sensory and Behavioral

Evaluation Results
Please see full report in REED/Evaluation
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REED/EVALUATION

FULL AND INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION
RELATED SERVICES¹ (1)

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes ☒ No ☐ *Assessment data indicate that this student meets district eligibility requirements and needs the 
specified related service(s) to benefit from instruction.

Yes ☐ No ☒ Are assistive technology devices/equipment recommended for this student?  If yes, describe.

RELATED SERVICE(S) TYPE
DIRECT/CONSULT

Frequency Duration

Occupational Therapy Consult Services each 6 weeks 10

    

    

Yes ☐ No ☒ Recommended goals and objectives to be implemented by related services personnel are included.
 

Occupational Therapist
*NAME *Position

 

*SIGNATURE OF REGISTERED/LICENSED/CERTIFIED EVALUATOR
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Date of Report: 12/04/2020 Reason for Evaluation: Re-evaluation

 
FULL AND INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION

DISABILITY REPORT:  AUTISM
 

 

The group that collects or reviews evaluation data must include, but is not limited to the following 
members: a licensed specialist in school psychology; educational diagnostician; other appropriately 
certified or licensed practitioner with experience and training in the area of the disability.

☒ Yes ☐ No The student has a developmental disability significantly affecting verbal communication
AND

☒ Yes ☐ No The student has a developmental disability significantly affecting nonverbal communication
AND

☒ Yes ☐ No The student has a developmental disability significantly affecting social interaction

Indicate any other characteristics associated with autism that the student manifests
☐ Engagement in repetitive activities and stereotypical movements
☐ Resistance to environmental changes or change in daily routine
☒ Unusual responses to sensory experiences

A student may not be considered to be a student with autism if the child's educational performance is adversely affected primarily 
because the student has an emotional disturbance.

☐ Yes ☒ No Is the student a student with an emotional disturbance?  If yes, explain

 

☒ Yes ☐ No Based on the data presented in this report, the student meets the disability criteria for Autism.

This disability report must be reviewed by the ARD committee to determine if the disability creates a need for special 
education (i.e. specially designed instruction) and related services.
 

Licensed Specialist in School Psychology
POSITION SIGNATURE OF EVALUATOR

 

Behavior Specialist
NAME POSITION SIGNATURE OF EVALUATOR

 

Occupational Therapist
NAME POSITION SIGNATURE OF EVALUATOR
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*Denotes required items
¹Related services not listed in federal regulations or State Board of Education rules may be provided with the written approval of the Texas 
Education Agency.

Date of Report: 12/04/2020 Reason for Evaluation: Re-evaluation

FULL AND INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION
RELATED SERVICES¹ (1)

PROFESSIONAL EVALUATORS: Registered, licensed, or certified related service personnel

Reason for Referral:To determine need to continue educational relevant Occupational Therapy services.

*SOURCES OF DATA
(formal and informal measures)

ASSESSMENT DATES

Parent and Staff Report, Professional Observation, Sensory Profile 12/03/2020

 
*Present levels of educational performance which identify the need for the related service.  (Need not be addressed for 
transportation only.):
 

Strengths:  Functional motor skills, legible handwriting
Weaknesses:  Sensory and Behavioral

Evaluation Results
Please see full report in REED/Evaluation
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Yes ☒ No ☐ *Assessment data indicate that this student meets district eligibility requirements and needs the 
specified related service(s) to benefit from instruction.

Yes ☐ No ☒ Are assistive technology devices/equipment recommended for this student?  If yes, describe.
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*Denotes required items
¹Related services not listed in federal regulations or State Board of Education rules may be provided with the written approval of the Texas 
Education Agency.

Date of Report: 12/04/2020 Reason for Evaluation: Re-evaluation

FULL AND INDIVIDUAL EVALUATION
RELATED SERVICES¹ (1)

RELATED SERVICE(S) TYPE
DIRECT/CONSULT

Frequency Duration

Occupational Therapy Consult Services each 6 weeks 10

    

    

Yes ☐ No ☒ Recommended goals and objectives to be implemented by related services personnel are included.
 

Occupational Therapist
*NAME *Position

 

*SIGNATURE OF REGISTERED/LICENSED/CERTIFIED EVALUATOR
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